
   Standard Operational Procedure 
                    Pipeline CCTV Inspection 
 

1) Routine Daily Televising 
 

 CCTV crews are tasked with daily routine televising of 
1,500 feet per day for an 8 hour shift and 2,500 feet per day 
for a 13.5 hour shift. This is done in an effort to look for 
grease, root intrusion, infiltration, and any structural 
defects associated with the city sewer system. Televising is 
done electronically utilizing Granite XP data management 
software. Upon completion of the days work, the televised 
segments are exported to an 8 gig flash drive and then 
brought into the office for synchronization into the Granite 
XP office database. 

 
 Upon discovery of root intrusion or grease, a sewer jet 

truck or jet vacuum truck is called to clean and remove any 
roots, grease, gravel or other debris that would impede 
proper function of the city sewer system. Routine televising 
also identifies any private consumer issues associated with 
service connections by looking at the service connection 
from the city sewer main. Issues would include root 
intrusion, grease, infiltration of the service connection or 
structural defects at the point of connection. Upon 
discovery of these issues, the consumer is notified either 
verbally or by a notification flyer that is put on the door 
notifying the consumer of the problem so that remediation 
of the problem can begin as soon as possible. 

 
 
 

2) Responding to sewer back ups 
 
 CCTV crews are also first responders to sewer back up 

calls from consumers. This includes sewerage backing up 



into a home or business, sewerage backing up into yard or 
property or clean out overflowing. When a consumer calls 
the dispatch office stating they are experiencing one of 
these issues, a service request is generated and the 
complaint is sent to the CCTV crew electronically using 
Mobile Workforce Management (MWM). The crews then 
go to the location of the call and the city infrastructure is 
checked for condition. The sewer segment that serves the 
property in question is then televised and the service for 
that property is checked for condition at the point of 
connection and documented by still image or video using 
Granite XP software. If the public sewer main is found to 
be stopped up, then the CCTV crew immediately calls for a 
sewer jet truck or jet vacuum truck to respond and remove 
the stoppage. CCTV crew finds the first free flowing 
manhole downstream from the stoppage and televises 
upstream to document the cause of the stoppage while the 
sewer jet crew is in route. CCTV crew also provides 
assistance to the sewer jet crew if needed. 

 
Consumer is notified of results and if it is determined that 
the back up is a private problem with the consumer service 
line, then they are advised that they will have to consult a 
plumber for remediation of the problem. They will be 
notified verbally if possible or by notification flyer and may 
obtain documentation by still image or video if needed. 
 
CCTV crews also provide assistance to sewer jet crews that 
respond to manhole overflow calls in which they have 
difficulty jetting from manhole to manhole or cannot 
remove the blockage. Televising verifies the blockage or 
determines that the public main has been compromised 
structurally and immediate repair of the main is needed. 
 
 

  3)    Wet weather and OAP televising 
 

 CCTV crews are assigned drainage basins that are suspect 
of infiltration after it has been determined that enough 



rainfall has occurred during a specific period of time. 
Segments that are found to have infiltration are 
documented by video using Granite XP software. This 
documentation is gathered to determine if an OAP project 
should be put together to remedy the infiltration or if 
point repairs alone are sufficient. The information 
gathered is reviewed by the engineering division and that 
determination is made. During wet weather televising, if it 
is determined that a consumers private service connection 
has infiltration and is contributing to excess flow to the 
public main, then they will be notified verbally if possibly 
or by notification flyer. Once this information has been 
reviewed in the System Services office, then the consumer 
will also be notified by mail along with visual 
documentation (still images) gathered in granite XP and 
informed that the service line is contributing to excess 
flow to the public infrastructure and that the problem 
should be remedied. 

 
 

4) Routine maintenance of equipment 
 

 CCTV crews perform routine maintenance if equipment 
weekly. This included checking and replacing transporter 
tracks, bearings, motor drive, and all moving parts. Crews 
also perform diagnostic checks on cameras and cctv cable 
to check for proper function and communication between 
cable, camera and transporter. Lighting systems are also 
checked and replaced as needed. 

 
      

5) SOP Summary 
 

 All of the above procedures area done in order to provide 
better service to the consumer by making them aware of 
potential problems with the private service connection that 



could not only affect proper function of the service, but could 
impact the functionality of the public infrastructure as well. 
CCTV procedures also provide valuable information on the 
condition of the public infrastructure so that the city can be 
proactive in identifying potential problems and assure that 
the city sewer collection system is better as a whole by 
protecting the environment and helping to provide clean, safe 
drinking water. 
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GOAL 
 

To eliminate the possibility of public health risk and 
environmental damage associated with defective sewer 

systems or improper connections and overflows 
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Standard Operating Procedures for  
Dye Testing of Sewers 

 
Reference Book:  “Operation and Maintenance of Wastewater Collection Systems, - A Field Study Training 
Program, by U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Water Programs, Page 251 
 

PURPOSE: 
 
The purpose of the Dye Testing procedure is to establish positively if certain facilities or 
fixtures are connected to a wastewater collection system.  Illegal connections can be 
identified using dye tests.  If wastewater is overflowing or reaching a creek, river, or 
other body of water, dye testing can be used to identify the overflowing or leaking 
sewer.  Also, dyes are used to reveal interconnections between sanitary and storm 
sewers.  Specially manufactured dyes are available for this type testing.  Examples of 
typical situations where dye tests would be appropriate include:  
 

1. Buildings that may not show smoke at vents during smoke tests due to dips or 
traps in the service connection pipes can be dye tested. 

2. Where a yard drain or storm drain is suspected of being tied into the building 
sewer or a lateral sewer, a dye test is useful. 

3. Any suspected situation of inflow or surface drainage may be checked out by 
using a dye. 

 
Other uses of dye testing include estimating the velocity of flow and testing for 
infiltration and exfiltration.  By pulling a bag of dye up a sewer and stopping at short 
intervals, an area of exfiltration can be located that could not be seen on TV inspection, 
such as an open joint that is in the line and on grade. 
 
EQUIPMENT: 
 
The dye and a manhole hook will be needed along with proper safety equipment.  
Specially manufactured dyes are available from Stores for this type of testing that are 
safe and harmless, except some may leave a stain.  Powder in cans or containers is 
measured by a spoon or small dipper. 
Tablets of dye are slower to dissolve than the powder form, but are less messy and are 
sometimes more desirable that the powder for this reason.  The tablets can be ground up 
or crushed with blunt object to form a powder, near point of application.  Powder can be 
mixed with water in a bucket.  Regardless of the type of dye, dissolve it in the flow.  A 
tablet may sink into a sump or wet well and not circulate with the usual flow.  A 
supplemental water source may be needed. 
 
CAUTION:  Some dyes may leave a stain if spilled.  These stains could be very difficult 
to remove.  On a windy day, the powdered dye can inadvertently be scattered and cause 
stains.  The powder can land on private property, get wet, and cause stains on their 
buildings, autos, clothes and landscaping.   Handle with caution. 
 



 
 
 
PREPARATION AND PLANNING: 
Prior to conducting the dye testing, determine objectives of the test, location with maps 
and manhole numbers involved and customers’ addresses. 
 
Carefully develop a plan to: 
  a)  Give customers early notification, at least two days before date of the test. 
  This is especially important for good public relations and when work is to 
  be performed in private property. 
 b)  Check location of manholes and clean out and access points, parked vehicles, 
  dogs, etc.  Pull manhole covers to assure sewage is flowing properly. 
 c)  Determine if any customer will need to sign a “Request for assistance” or 
  “Release of liability and agreement to pay for services (attached) 
  d)  Consider how task will be done safely with trained crew members, and  
  determine if lane closure permits are required. 
 e)  Have the proper equipment and supplies to meet the objectives of the test. 
  Decide how much dye will be needed.  A toilet may only need 3 or 4  
  tablets.   200 to 300 tablets may need to ground or crushed for longer sewer 
  segments. 
 f)  Decide how information will be collected during the test and dye locations 
  identified. Based on an assumed velocity of flow, an estimate may be made 
  of the expected flow time to the downstream manhole.   
 g)  Decide if any regulatory agency or other interested parties should be notified 
  of the dye testing.  Will dye be visible in river, etc? 
 
Check list of items: 
[   ]  Personal Protective Safety Equipment – safety shoes, glasses, gloves, etc. 
[   ]  Dye.  (Tablets or powder?)   
[   ]  Mixing bucket 
[   ]  Manhole hook 
[   ]  Flyers or door hangers for customers. 
[   ]  Forms, if needed, for “Residential Request for Metro Water Services 
 Assistance” 
 And  “RELEASE OF LIABILITY and PAYMENT FOR EXPENSES”  
[   ]  If needed, Lane Closure Permit. 
[   ]  Safety cones for traffic, traffic control signs? 
[   ]  Safety vests and other Personal Protective Equipment 
[   ]  Camera and extra batteries and memory card. 
[   ]  Flags to mark location of dye and tags, if needed. 
[   ]  Map  
[   ]  Data sheets and pens or pencils  
[   ]  Extra clean out caps as courtesy replacements, if needed 
[   ]  Proper identification badge and uniform 
[   ]  Sewer plugs to isolate sections of sewer, if needed 



[   ]  Direct Talk radios. 
___________ 

 
Standard Operating Procedure:  Dye Testing of Sewers 
 
Pass out notification letters or door hangers, at least one or two days before test.  
Knock on doors to explain the test and answer questions.  If customer has any 
additional questions about dye testing that you can not answer, suggest they please 
call MWS at 862-4600. 
 
If a customer requests assistance from Metro to perform dye testing, customer 
must sign the “request” form and form to “Release liability and agree to pay for 
services.  See attached forms.  Obtain signed forms before proceeding.  
 
Dye Testing Procedure, after proper notifications of customers and Public Works for 
Lane Closure Permit, if needed; 
 
1.  Put on proper safety equipment such as safety vest, gloves, etc. 
2.  Set up traffic control signs and safety cones.   (Lane Closure Permit, if needed.) 
3.  Check manholes for signs of holding sewage.  Also check all MWS sewer 
 segments that border the property of the customer.  
4.  Review plan to put in sewer plugs, observe for dye and place markers at dye 
 emergence points. 
5.  Remove manhole covers and position operators to watch for dye and note times of 
 observation of dye.   Have Direct Talk radios ready to communicate with each 
 other, if needed. 
6.  Note above CAUTION (above) about stains caused by dye and wind causing dye to 
 scatter and stain when wetted.  In windy situations, either pre-mix the powder or 
 crushed tablets in water or enclose the powder in either facial tissue or toilet 
 paper.   
7.  While one operator applies the dye to the suspected location, another operator 
 maintains a watch at the next manhole downstream of the location.   
 Communicate with radios.  Possible applications and situations: 
 

8. If a plumbing fixture (toilet bowl or wash basin) is used for dye testing, water is 
turned on and the dye powder or tablet is dropped directly into the drain.  

9. When there is no immediate supply of water, such as a roof gutter or storm drain 
in dry weather, pouring a bucket of water is suggested.  For longer sewer 
segments, adding water from fire hydrant and hose may be needed to get a 
reasonable flow. 

  
10. Observe locations of dye and place flags.  Based on an assumed velocity of flow, an 
 estimate may be made of the expected flow time to the downstream manhole.   
 Allow plenty of time because the dye often takes much longer than expected. 
10 (continued).  When a number of dye tests are to be conducted on the same line or 
 section of a sewer system, the dye testing should start at the facility farthest 



 downstream and progressively work upstream for the other dye tests.  Otherwise, 
 if you dye the facilities upstream first, the flow is then contaminated with dye and 
 you then must wait several hours or until the next day to conduct additional tests 
11. Take pictures of dye locations, if appropriate 
12. Record locations of dye on data sheets and remove sewer plugs. 
13.  If needed, contact customer and discuss results. 
14.  Save and label photos. 
15.  Put away equipment and replace manhole cover. 
16.  Check area for safety issues and be sure to clean up area. 
17.  CREWS WILL COMPLETE INFORMATION IN MOBILE DISPATCH 
 SCREEN. 

a. Document in detail, in “Comments Field” in MWM, stating what you told 
customer and their response. 

b. Make sure all fields are properly filled out to document the incident, before 
“submitting” in Mobile Dispatch (MWM).  

c. Record whether or not the service is connected to the sewer and any other 
information found from the dye test. 

d. If there was property damage, call Dispatch to notify Claims from On-call 
list. 

 
18.  Options to contact Consumer; 
  
 Ask Dispatch to call consumer on phone 
 Knock on door and Leave door hanger, if possible. 
 Call on phone 
19.  Perform any final items to complete the task. 
20.  Put away traffic control signs and cones. 
 
Some sewer problems may allow outside unwanted water into the sanitary sewer 
system, such as:   
 a) Direct surface water runoff into the sanitary sewer collection system (inflow), 
 b) groundwater or rainwater enters the sewer through cracks or breaks 
 (infiltration) and  
 c) Any water or liquid that is not intended to drain into the sanitary sewer system. 
Inflow and infiltration of rain water or groundwater or sump pumps or other unwanted 
water into the sanitary sewer system can cause overloading of the sewer and sewer 
overflows or backups.  
 
Dye Testing may also find deteriorated or damaged service lines which can leak raw 
sewage into the ground which can pollute surface water with pathogens, creating a 
public health hazard. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Frequently Asked Questions. (FAQ) 
What is a private sewer service or service lateral? 
 
A private sewer service or service lateral is the pipe that carries the wastewater from 
residence/business to the sewer tap on the Metro Water Services (MWS) sanitary sewer 
segment.  See attached drawing from Metro Ordinance BL 2006-1239.   
 
Who is responsible for maintaining and repair of private sewer service lines? 
 
The private sewer service line from the residence or building to the tap on the metro 
sewer segment is the responsibility of the homeowner or property owner. 
 
Why is MWS concerned about private sewer service lines? 
Deteriorated or damaged service lines can leak raw sewage into the ground which can 
pollute surface water with pathogens, creating a public health hazard.  Additionally, 
compromised sewer service lines can provide a portal for groundwater and rain to enter 
the main sanitary sewer system, causing the system to become overloaded and therefore 
resulting in overflows and increased treatment costs.  Customer may complain of sewer 
odors, which may be due to leaks in the private sewer service line or sanitary plumbing 
in the building. 
 
How does MWS discover compromised public sewer and private sewer service 
line? 
 
MWS inspects public and private sewer systems by using smoke to identify incontinent 
sections of the wastewater system.  Smoke is place in the public sewer and 
compromised sections of sewer service lines are identified by smoke rising from the 
area of incontinence. 
 
What if my property is damaged?   If customer inquires, give them Metro Claims 
Division contact number: 862-6380.   
         
What is the sewer policy? 
Explain the MWS Private Sewer Line assistance procedures.  

See attached sketch and notes about Metro Ordinance BL 2006-1230- Private 
Sewer Service policy and give copy to customer.   

 
Explain to consumer that the sewer service line from their residence to the tap on the 
metro sewer segment is the responsibility of the homeowner. Metro Water Services 
understands these repairs are costly and wants to prevent any damage of any utilities 
in the right-of-way. These damages could disrupt water, gas and telephone services 
to the community. Metro Water Services will provide assistance upon request by a 
customer to inspect, clean and repair that portion outside of the customer’s property 
boundary. 



 
If a licensed plumber (not customer) determines the blockage is between 
the clean out and the main and if service line was verified to have been 
installed, lined or replaced by Metro, then:  
 

i. Crew may insert a service line jet or camera in the Metro-
installed clean out to determine location and nature of the 
blockage between the clean out and the main.  Crew must not 
send jet or camera toward house. 

ii. Cleaning crew may not use standard water jet nozzle and hose 
since the pressure and volume may back flow to the house. 

iii. If Cleaning crew uses the special service line jet hose (3/4") with 
low pressure, Cleaning crew may enter a  service line between 
clean out and the main for carefully jetting to remove the 
blockage. 

iv. However, if owner provides open access to the service line and 
water can not back flow to the house, the normal cleaning devises 
may be used between open access and the main.  Crew must not 
jet or TV toward the house. 

 
 
MWS will not enter a privately installed clean-out. The property owner’s plumber 
must open their private sewer service at the point of connection where the right-of-
way line and their property line join. The plumber must disconnect a two (2) foot 
portion of pipe for our (MWS) equipment to access to provide an open pipe to 
eliminate the possibility of back flow to the house. 
 

If assistance is requested in writing, with forms attached.  Available on Q drive: 
\SYSSERV\Forms and Letters\ Residential Request for Metro Water Services 
Assistance.   For Commercial, use attached form: RELEASE OF LIABILITY and 
PAYMENT FOR EXPENSES 
Metro Water Services will clean, inspect and repair that portion in the right-of-way at no 
cost to residential consumer while the plumber is onsite. If the plumber is not on-site, 
Metro Water Services will reconnect and backfill consumer’s private sewer service at 
the right-of-way only. Metropolitan Government of Nashville will not be liable for any 
plants or structures removed by the plumber. 

 
If a private sewer service connects to a MWS gravity sewer segment located with-in 
the boundaries of the consumer’s property. Metro Water Services will only replace 
tap on main if damaged. Metro Water Services will reconnect private sewer service 
at this point only, if plumber is not on site and backfill this portion only and 
Metropolitan Government of Nashville will not be liable for any plants or structures 
removed by the plumber. 
 



 



 
Residential Request for Metro Water Services Assistance 

 
Date: ____________ 
 
MWS Representative:      ___________________________________     
 
Property Owner’s Name:    ___________________________________ 
 
Property Address:  ___________________________________ 
 
    ___________________________________ 
 
Property Owner’s Phone(s): ___________________________________ 
 
    ___________________________________ 
 
 

I the undersigned hereby acknowledge that I am the property owner of record and release the 
Metropolitan Government, it’s employees, agents and contractors from any liability for damages 

resulting from their entry upon my property (or jurisdiction) for the purposes of investigating and/or 
remedying my water and/or sewer problem. 

 
 Property Owner Signature: 
 
 __________________________________________   Date: ____________ 
 
 
 Metro Water Services Representative Signature: 
 
 _________________________________________    Date: ____________ 
 
Note: after attaining signatures, MWS Representative will indicate activity(s) performed.  This 
description to be signed by Property Owner to acknowledge agreement to stated activities. 
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
______ 
Property Owner Signature: 
 
 __________________________________________   Date: ____________ 
 
 

 
 



Karl F. Dean 
MAYOR 

 
METROPOLITAN GOVERNMENT OF NASHVILLE AND DAVIDSON COUNTY 

 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND SEWERAGE SERVICES 

1600 SECOND AVENUE NORTH 
NASHVILLE, TN 37208-2206 

 

RELEASE OF LIABILITY and PAYMENT FOR EXPENSES  
 

 
Mr. /Ms__________________ (owner) hereby grants to the Metropolitan Government permission for 
its representatives, agents, contractors, and consultants, to assist owner by: 
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________ 
 
Owner hereby requests that the Metropolitan Government assist as stated above.  In consideration of 
the assistance to be provided by the Metropolitan Government, Owner RELEASES, HOLDS 
HARMLESS, AND PROMISES NOT TO SUE the Metropolitan Government with respect to any and all 
losses arising from the activities of the Metropolitan Government relating to the activities contemplated 
in this document.   Owner further agrees to pay the Metropolitan Government, upon demand, actual, 
reasonable and documented costs incurred by the Metropolitan Government in carrying out the 
activities contemplated in this document. 
  
 
DATE:  ______________________________________ 
 
OWNER:  ______________________________________ 
 
                  ______________________________________ 
                        Signature 
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Utility Construction & Rehabilitation

Sewer Defect Codes
Orgin And Destination

Sewer defect coding has become of para-
mount importance for the worldwide 

sewer rehabilitation industry to ascertain 
critical information regarding the under-
ground infrastructure. It is signifi cant for 
all elements dealing with sewer systems 
– municipalities, consulting engineers and 
contractors – to understand the origins 
and ultimate goal for defi ning sewer defect 
codes. Early research and development in 
the United Kingdom paved the way for the 
development of NASSCO’s Pipeline Assess-
ment & Certifi cation Program in the United 
States and related programs around the 
world. 

It is not surprising that formal sewer 
defect coding began in the U.K. Although 
not totally driven by catastrophic collaps-
es of the collection system, by the 1970s 
the number of large trucks disappearing 
through holes in the road caused by sewer 
failures was increasing.

The “Commissions of Sewers” was estab-
lished in 1427 during the reign of Henry 
VI, and the U.K. developed a Bill of Sew-
ers by 1531. In more modern times, the 
Land Drainage Act of 1930 gave rise to the 
concept of the “Catchment Board,” re-
sponsible for discreet river basins. Modern 
times also created an awareness for better 
management of water quality related 
infrastructure.

Enactment of Public Law 92-500, the 
Clean Water Act of 1972, meant big chang-
es in the way the federal government ap-
proached water quality in the United States 
as well. This landmark legislation included 
the establishment of the Environmen-
tal Protection Agency, the Construction 
Grants Program and the National Pollution 
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES).

Changes were also occurring in the U.K. 
Like the United States, 20th century water 
and wastewater service in the U.K. was pri-
marily individual authorities or municipali-
ties, regional authorities and some private 
water and wastewater providers. The Water 
Act of 1973 transformed the many disparate 
public water agencies into 10 separate Re-
gional Water Authorities (RWAs) to supply 
water and wastewater services. The RWAs 
were divided along river basin boundar-
ies and were named for the corresponding 
region they served. The primary reason 
regionalization was imposed was to create 
more effi cient operations, raise the level of 

technology and expertise, and give the con-
trol of water quality in a particular drainage 
basin to a single authority. As a result, the 
staffi ng levels decreased between 1974 to 
1989 from 80,000 to 50,000.

Privatization 

The U.K.’s Water Act of 1989 enacted by the 
Thatcher government effectively privatized 
the 10 Water Authorities into Water Utili-
ties, and by 1995 transferred the responsi-
bility of quality regulation to the Environ-
ment Agency. In 1989, the Offi ce of Water 
Services (OfWat) was established as the 
price and service regulator for the priva-
tized water utilities in England and Wales.

An increasing awareness that better 
management of infrastructure was needed, 
along with the occurrence of several highly 
publicized pipe failures, prompted the cre-
ation of the Standing Committee on Sew-
ers and Water Mains of the National Water 
Council. The Standing Committee’s fi rst re-
port was titled “Sewer and Water Mains – A 
National Assessment (U.K., 1977).” Conclu-
sions from the report were:
� Recognition that infrastructure needs in 
the U.K. was transitioning from expansion 
to renewal;
� A lack of basic asset condition knowledge 
was evident;
� Better condition assessment and cost 
tracking was needed; and
� Identifi ed need for research to improve 
asset management and renewal.

This resulted in a project by the Water 
Research Centre (WRc) and the Transport 
and Road Research Laboratory to develop a 
methodology for describing internal sewer 
pipe conditions. The Transport and Road 
Research Laboratory Supplementary Re-
port 377 (TRRL 377) was the beginning of 
sewer defect coding using the WRc method. 
The codes used in TRRL 377 are sometimes 
referred to as the “Embryonic Codes” since 
they preceded the fi rst WRc Manual of Sew-
er Condition Classifi cation (MSSC). These 
codes still form the backbone of all WRc 
related coding systems.

Beyond identifying conditions within the 
sewers, it was also recognized that more 
research and knowledge was needed to in-
terpret the conditions and understand the 
mechanisms for pipe failure. Therefore, 
WRc began the development of what would 
become the Sewerage Rehabilitation Manu-
al (SRM) in 1978.

Since May 1978, pipe defects from inter-
nal surveys of sewer systems have been ana-
lyzed to determinee the causes of premature 
pipeline failure. Correlations have also been 
identifi ed with key environmental factors 
that accelerate these failures. An objective 
in the initial research over 25 years ago was 
to establish the types and frequency of ob-
served defects within the sewer pipes, what 
these meant, and from these make confi -
dent provision for a future rehabilitation 
program at least cost. At that time, sewer 
survey methods were in their infancy, so 
“how good is the data we can get” and “how 
do we improve on this” were basic ques-
tions. Systems for the recording, retrieval 
and analysis of data were also evaluated.

It became evident that broad categories 
of defi ned defects were required, together 
with a classifi cation method. This initial 
system needed to be capable of abstracting 
data from written and CCTV type surveys, 
and provide a consistent approach in order 
to deliver confi dence. The initial focus was 
on manufactured pipes like concrete and 
clayware, and not defects in brickwork and 
masonry sewers, but it was recognized that 
any base system of Defect Codes needed to 
have future fl exibility to be extended as ex-
perience was gained.

Parameters 

Important parameters survive today from 
this embryonic work in 1978, such as the 
defi nition of measuring where the survey 
starts and the distance to the defect; the 
adoption of a clock reference to specify the 
defect on the circumference of the pipe; and 
all of the 21 descriptions that follow.

The 1978 embryo codes contained seven 
structural condition defects:
� Cracked ‘C’ – lines visible, pipe pieces all 

in place;
� Fractured ‘F’ – cracks visibly open, pipe 

pieces all in place;
� Broken ‘B’ – pieces of pipe displaced, 

some could be missing;
� Deformed ‘D’ – out of expected shape, 

probably also broken;
� Collapsed ‘X’ – loss of all structural in-

tegrity;
� Joint Displaced ‘JD’ – faulty alignment 

between consecutive pipes;
� Open Joint ‘OJ’ – longitudinal movement 

between adjacent pipes. 
Plus, seven service condition codes:
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� Tree Root Penetration ‘R’;
� Infi ltration ‘I’;
� Encrustation ‘E’ – typically dissolved salts 

deposited on pipe walls;
� Obstruction ‘OB’ – solid material causing 

hydraulic reduction;
� Debris ‘DB’ – organic/silty material, typi-

cally sedimentation;
� Water Level ‘WL’ – a short discontinuity 

in the pipe gradient; and
� Line ‘LE’ – a divergence to left or right.

And, two construction condition codes:
� Defective Connection ‘CN’ – wrongly po-

sitioned/inserted lateral pipe; and
� Defective Junction ‘JN’ – damage to a 

purpose-made lateral connector.
These 16 codes were – and still are – the 

fundamental codes for defects, and were 
quickly able to be uniquely abbreviated to 
facilitate a “shorthand” system, e.g., C = 
cracked pipe, F = fractured; R = Tree Roots; 
DE = Debris; JN = Junction.

By necessity, there were also fi ve miscel-
laneous codes identifying the Start ‘ST’, 
Finish ‘FN’ and Abandonment ‘SA’ of a sur-
vey, together with Manhole ‘MH’ and Invert 
‘I’ codes. Interestingly, � was included to 
identify a continuous defect.

The codes were then supplemented by 
two factors. A descriptor, used to identify a 
type or location as:
� Cracked
 Longitudinal/circumferential/
 multiple, or
� Deformed 
 % of pipe diameter lost 
 (to nearest 5%), or
� Roots 
 Joint (if at a joint).

Next, a modifi er, used to visually 
quantify, as:
� Cracked 
 Longitudinal 
 Clock Reference
� Roots  
 Joint  
 Fine/Mass/Tap
� Infi ltration 
 “Clock ref” 
 Seeper/Dripper//Runner/Gusher
� Encrustation 
 Joint  
 Heavy/Medium/Light
� Connection  
 “Clock ref”  
 Cracked/fractured/broken/
 deformed/intrusion.

In 1978 – somewhat in advance of wide-
spread computer applications: ‘Pipe frac-
tured around a joint from 2 o’clock to 4 
o’clock and from 7 o’clock to 10 o’clock 
with running infi ltration through fractures 
would be reported as: FCJ02040710 IJR.

This defect coding system was tried on 
two, 300 meter lengths of sewer: one pre-

cleaned, one not. Operators were required 
to codify the defects from CCTV tapes and 
written reports. The new system indicated 
interpretation accuracy of 82 percent and 
without any operative pre-training. It also 
indicated that higher reporting accuracies 
were attained when the sewer was pre-
cleaned.

A quantitative and qualitative defect cod-
ing system for sewers had been proven, to-
gether with a simple FORTRAN computer 
application for data storage and analysis. It 
also made the case that only if a common 
format were adopted could “operator inter-
pretation” be minimized and recommenda-
tions based on reliable information be made 
with confi dence.

Continued motivations 

A few years later, a House of Lords Se-
lect Committee said of the U.K.: “There is 
enough evidence to believe that there is a 
signifi cant risk of decay in the sewerage 
system getting beyond the (owners) con-
trol. Too little has been spent on maintain-
ing the system in the past, and the industry, 
faced with signs of accelerating failure rates, 
does not yet appear to be doing enough to 
contain the rate of decay.” Fortunately, the 
public water industry of the U.K. had in-
vested heavily and requested WRc to imple-
ment a major program of research into all 
problems relating to sewer systems. The 
major output of this was the Sewerage Re-
habilitation Manual (SRM) in 1983. 

The SRM had fi ve major impacts on the 
1978 embryonic sewer defect codes:
� It recognized that 80 percent of the costs 

of dealing with sewer incidents were fo-
cused on around 10 percent of the sewer 
network;

� It recognized that not all sewer defects 
were equal. Some were highly important, 
others were less;

� It recognized that environmental factors 
referenced in the initial 1978 work were 
key factors in accelerating the decay of a 
defective sewer;

� It recognized that the 1978 defect clas-
sifi cation work needed to be a national 
document to provide a common frame-
work; and

� That the nature of the defects would be a 
critical factor in any successful rehabilita-
tion program.
 In referencing the fi rst point, the con-

cept of Critical Sewers was born. Sewerage/
collection systems by their very nature tend 
to be substantial in asset value and pipeline 
length, yet because most of the fl ow is de-
pendant upon gravity, they function well. 
Knowing that such a small portion of the 
network was responsible for such extensive 
costs, a set of rules for the U.K. industry were 
identifi ed which located these critical sew-

ers. These then became a more manageable 
proportion of the network – in 2003 these 
equalled 77,811.53 km of the 302,078.70 
km total – and are the primary sewers to be 
managed on a pro-active basis.

The second issue was addressed by devis-
ing a scoring system for each defect. This 
was formulated from hundreds of visits to 
actual sewer collapses and distress testing 
of pipes in laboratories. These also estab-
lished the collapse mechanisms prior to 
failure and identifi ed the important indica-
tors. The scoring system for the Internal 
Condition Grade (ICG) ranks sewers into 
fi ve grades, with ‘1’ being good and ‘5’ be-
ing bad. 

It is easy to see how consecutive surveys 
applying a scoring would indicate a deterio-
ration profi le.

Environmental factors 

The application of environmental factors 
followed on from the scoring sytems and 
improved on the internal condition grades, 
taking into account external factors like 
construction techniques, hydraulic stress-
es, surrounding soil, etc. It is evident that 
a pipe laid with concrete bed and surround 
is inherently stronger than a plain pipe laid 
in bare earth, yet the CCTV camera cannot 
appreciate this. Likewise, a defective pipe 
subjected to regular internal hydraulic sur-
charge, or one laid in very poor ground – or 
both circumstances combined – is much 
more likely to deteriorate faster than a sim-
ilar pipe not subject to such adverse con-
ditions. Tabulations within the U.K. SRM 
enable such additional risks to be factored 
onto the internal condition grade to gener-
ate a structural performance grade.

Application since 1983 for the now priva-
tized U.K. water and sewer utilities indicate 
the following asset balance, with a rehabili-
tation rate of 0.06 percent or 0.2 percent of 
the critical sewers/year. 

As a result of the early work developing 
the SRM, the industry was delivered an ex-
panded ‘Manual of Sewer Condition Classi-
fi cation’ (MSCC1) in May 1980.

MSCC1 Codes – May 1980 to 1988 

The major development within MSCC1 was 
the specifi c coding regime for brick sewers, 
as the development of the Sewer Rehabilita-
tion Manual to be released in 1983, had indi-
cated a different set of collapse mechanism 
for brick sewers than with pipe sewers. The 
brick codes only amended the Structural 
Condition elements, with Service Condition 
and Construction Features relating equally 
to both brick and pipe sewers.

 The MSSC1 Structural Condition codes 
for pipe sewers were identical to the em-
bryo codes, and retained the same modi-



fi ers. Service Condition codes added ‘Scale 
(ES)’ as a separate code to Encrustation (E) 
to represent solid deposits such as corro-
sion within iron pipes, or hardened grout. 
Construction Features expanded consider-
ably from the Defective Junction/Defective 
Connection in the embryo codes. New con-
struction feature codes were added for junc-
tion, connection, and major branch. Also, 
new miscellaneous codes were added for 
diameter checked, general condition pho-
tography and camera underwater. An entire 
new set of condition codes for Brick sewers 
was introduced. The MSCC1 also included 
formal rules for coding continuous defects 
instead of relying on the asterisk notation. 
Also improved rules for data entry set the 
stage for better computerization of coding.

MSCC2 published 

The codes in the MSCC1 served the U.K. 
water industry for eight years, through a 
process of regionalizing the industry into 
10 water and sewer authorities. In 1988, 
MSCC2 was published in time for the 
privatization of the 10 regional water and 
sewer companies in 1989, and formed part 
of a suite of publications covering sewer-
age data collection. This suite also incor-
porated Model Contact documents for the 
sub-letting of survey work to private con-
tractors, for both man-entry and non-man 
entry sewer surveys. Over 60 percent of 
MSCC2 was dedicated to the “Standard-
ized Coding Form.” This enabled all CCTV 
and man-entry surveys to record data in 
the same format, and provided for 33 fi elds 
in the header details to accurately specify 
each sewer length. (Another of the “suite 
of publications” dealt with a process of giv-
ing every manhole in England and Wales a 
unique, 10-digit reference number for the 
upstream and downstream manholes. This 
avoided the random allocation of start and 
fi nish manholes, and the subsequent poor 
assignment/recollection of videotapes to 
surveyed sewer lengths.) 

A Standardized Coding Form was split 
into two sections: the header and the body 
of the recording format. The 33 fi elds in 
the header recorded details such as: who 
did the survey; at what time/date and what 
was the weather (important for I/I surveys); 
what is the use/depth/shape/material/year 
laid of the sewer and where is it positioned 
(road, fi eld, etc.)? Clock referencing of de-
fects was retained without modifi cation 
from MSCC1/embryonic codes.

MSCC2 Codes – 1988 to 1993 

Structural Condition Codes for Pipe Sewers 
incorporated Surface Damage – previously 
only applicable to brick sewers – with the 
same two modifi ers of spalling and wear. 
This now made eight structural condition 

codes for pipe sewers.
Structural Condition Codes for Brick 

Sewers were unchanged, as were Service 
Condition and Construction Feature Codes. 
Miscellaneous Codes gained three new 
codes to record changes to Lining ‘LC’; 
Material ‘MC’; Shape ‘SC’; and Pipe Length 
‘PC’. A code to record Vermin ‘V’ was also 
added to bring the total number of Miscel-
laneous Codes to eleven.

Signifi cant emphasis was made of the 
Continuous Defect Facility, - previously 
only half a page in MSCC1 – and covered 
truly continuous defects, repeated continu-
ous defects, and wandering defects.

A truly continuous defect extends beyond 
one meter and without interruption. A typi-
cal example is longitudinal fracture/cracks, 
or missing mortar.

Repeated continuous defects occur at 
regular intervals, and can be exampled by 
circumferential fractures, encrustation and 
open gaps at pipe joints. Use of ‘repeated’ 
means that at least three out of every four 
joints are affected.

A wandering defect is the same defect that 
has a change in “clock’ reference.”

At this point, the MSCC2 codes were ad-
opted by water utilities in Australia. While 
some changes were made to accommodate 
differences in conditions and materials, the 
MSCC2 codes and methodology was largely 
adopted into the fi rst Australian Conduit 
Evaluation Manual (ACCEM, 1991, Austra-
lia).

MSCC3 – August 1993 to 

January 2004 

The wider availability and application of 
computer coding programs for recoding 
and analyzing CCTV data in particular, re-
quired an expansion of all codes to assist 
with this implementation. The opportunity 
was also taken to simplify the coding pro-
cess and provide a more comprehensive set 
of comparative photographs.

The adoption of Critical Sewers as a pri-
mary means of regulatory monitoring in 
the U.K. led to the inclusion of a data fi eld 
to signify the sewer category. Pre-Cleaning 
of the sewer, where positively known, was 
also included for contractors to record.

Sewer Condition Codes was now grouped, 
and the separate code distinction between 
pipe and brick sewers removed. Fifteen 
years of implementation had identifi ed the 
most common code/modifi er combina-
tions, so these were harmonized, and in-
dices presented codes alphabetically, and 
in their groups: Crack Longitudinal ‘CL’; 
Crack Circumferential ‘CC’; Cracks Mul-
tiple ‘CM’; etc. While the demarcations re-
mained between structural condition, ser-
vice, construction and miscellaneous codes 
the 67 ‘Codes’ were used and referred to as 

a single entity. The one signifi cant entry 
was Hole ‘H’ to record a total area of miss-
ing pipe material. Lining Defect ‘LD’ was 
also added. 

International development 

Australia - During the time of MSCC2, the 
major water authorities of Australia devel-
oped the fi rst edition of the Australian Con-
duit Condition Evaluation Manual in June 
1991. This 144-page book brought together 
MSCC2 with relevant text from SRM2, and 
the Model Contract Documents for man-en-
try and non-man-entry sewer inspections. 
Subsequently, the new Sewer Inspection 
Reporting Code for Australia was developed 
from the June 1991 manual and from EN-
13508-2, primarily to benefi t from the major 
technological advances. The updated Aus-
tralian Code is scheduled to be published in 
2005. The Australians remained faithful to 
the Euro Codes, where practical. However, 
the conditions encountered in Australia ne-
cessitated additional codes, particularly the 
unlined and plastilined concrete sewers. An 
effort is now underway to convert existing 
CCTV software versions to using the new 
codes, and to expand training on use of the 
new codes.

Canada – The North American Association 
of Pipeline Inspectors (NAPPI) adopted the 
WRc MSCC3 codes in the 1990s and pro-
vides training and certifi cation on use WRc 
codes throughout Canada. Many public 
wastewater agencies, contractors and en-
gineering fi rms thus have standardized on 
the MSCC3 codes.

United States – NASSCO, the leading na-
tional trade organization for the rehabilita-
tion industry, recognized the establishment 
of a standard for sewer pipeline assessment 
was greatly needed in the United States. 
NASSCO entered into an agreement with 
WRc for assistance in the development of 
a national standard for defect coding. The 
basis for the new standard was the MSCC3/
EN13508: Part 2. The U.S. standard was 
called the Pipeline Assessment and Certifi -
cation Program or PACP.

PACP development is comprised of the 
following components;
� PACP manual - Creation of codes, cod-

ing rules, code tables, photographs and 
descriptions of defects; 

� Training course - Development of train-
ing modules and a network of trainers 
that provide training in a classroom en-
vironment. Attendees are tested on their 
understanding of the PACP material and 
receive PACP User certifi cation upon suc-
cessful completion of the class;

� PACP Standard Database – NASSCO de-
veloped a Microsoft Access database that 
serves as a means of exchanging PACP data 
between different software applications;
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� PACP Software Vendor Certifi cation 
– NASSCO independently certifi es that 
each CCTV vendor’s software correctly 
implements the PACP codes and coding 
rules, and exports the PACP data to the 
PACP Standard Database format; and

� Grading – NASSCO developed a simpli-
fi ed method of assigning severity to the 
various defects and grading each pipeline 
similar to the internal condition grade 
used by WRc. The NASSCO grading does 
not include consideration of environ-
mental factors such as soil type, ground-
water conditions, surcharging or critical-
ity of the pipe.
Although development of a U.S. standard 

for defect coding was long in coming, the 
fact that no standard yet existed provided 
some advantages for NASSCO. They were 
able to implement the PACP Standard Da-
tabase without consideration of any pre-
vious CCTV legacy data issue already in 
use. The ability to start with a clean slate 
also precluded any other issues regard-
ing transition from previous versions of 
coding such as operator certifi cation, up-
dates of the manual, or compatibility of 
software vendors.

Like the Australian Code, PACP has some 
differences from the Euro Code due to the 
nature of sewers and terminology in the 
U.S. However, since PACP has its roots in 
WRc/Euro Codes and WRc was largely re-
sponsible for the development of the PACP 
codes, integration with other WRc coding 
systems is manageable.

European Union - In producing the new 
‘Euro Code’ – EN13508: Part 2 – in 2003, 
the knowledge and application from within 
the U.K. was substantially used to provide 
a common language throughout Europe 
for the exchange of information on sewer 
defects. The incorporation of condition 
codes for manholes and chambers led to the 
production of the latest Manual of Sewer 

Classifi cation Ver-
sion 4 (MSCC4) 
in January 2004. 
A simplifi ed set 
of codes was also 
offered where 
internal drain 
sizes are less than 
150mm (6 inches) 

diameter. In essence, the 
well established Manual of 
Sewer Condition Classifi -
cation codes adopted and 
applied in the U.K. were 
deemed to be the most tried 
and trusted methodologies 
available. They also had the 
benefi t of plugging these 

codes straight into the Sewerage Rehabili-
tation Manual and delivering a comprehen-
sive asset management strategy for system 
owners.

The United Kingdom - Although still pre-
sented as a single manual, MSCC4 was sepa-
rated into two parts, and included a set of 
eight ready reference laminated code sheets 
for use on site. Part A of MSCC4 includes 
drains and sewers, while Part B references 
manholes and inspection chambers. A simi-
lar format of Standard Coding Form is used 
for both parts, but is not interchangeable. 
MSCC4 was published in January 2004 and 
will become the U.K. standard in May 2005.

 Asia and the Pacifi c Rim - Many countries 
are now undertaking the development of 
standardized CCTV coding, including Ma-
laysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Thailand, 
Philippines, Brunei, Cambodia, Vietnam, 
Laos and Burma with assistance from WRc 
and in accordance with the EN13508 Part 2 
framework.

What lies ahead? 

What might be the future application of 
“The Codes”? The original work in 1978 
identifi ed that assessing the internal condi-
tion of a pipeline is only part of the story. 
Not only do these defects need to be ranked 
in some order of severity,  but also together 
with external factors such as the soil type 
surrounding the pipe and frequency of sur-
charging within the pipe: for example, can 
a true likelihood of failure be implied? The 
Sewerage Rehabilitation Manual Version 4 
remains the source for this type of data as 
proven for U.K. conditions. Elsewhere, tools 
such as the SRM need to be developed.

Doubtless, technology will advance to in-
clude lasers for accurate internal measure-
ments, thereby replacing some of the more 
subjective assessments. Engineers can al-
ready have circular images along the axis 

of the pipe laid out as a fl at piece of paper. 
Emerging technology enables U.S. to pre-
pare for surveys other than visual such as 
applying microwaves to see through certain 
pipes to fi nd voids, tree roots and obstruc-
tions to some rehabilitation options; or the 
use of infrared, sonar or holographic meth-
ods. Most will start a specialist application, 
but even at this stage data will need to be 
recorded in an effi cient way. Mass-market 
applications will make this doubly impor-
tant. Some utilities already envision having 
the equivalent of medical “body scanners” 
for use from the street surface to evaluate 
all assets – and within the next decade. 

Camera technology, with GPS to provide 
location, and “wireless/remote” operation, 
will remove the current restrictions of teth-
ered cameras. This will enable much more 
of a network to be surveyed and the auto-
matic coding/recording of defects.

Programs are also well advanced that can 
take coded CCTV surveys as a component 
to the computerized rehabilitation of sewer 
systems to defi ne whole life costs and maxi-
mize asset life.

In the meantime, however, the one-on-
one interaction of man and machine will 
remain the predominate tool for assessing 
the inside of a sewer pipe. Only adhering 
to a standard descriptive and visual refer-
ence will the data derived contain the con-
stancy and confi dence necessary to base the 
magnitude of decision needed for sewer 
renovation.

Summary 

Development of a standardized approach 
to internal sewer pipeline assessment is 
recognized as an indispensable fi rst step 
in improving sewer asset management. 
While each of the current WRc lineage 
coding standards has provincial difference, 
they all have the commonality of the EN-
13508 Part 2 standards. The establishment 
of these coding standards in the United 
States, the U.K., Australia, Europe and oth-
er countries around the world will enhance 
the technology of sewer asset management 
everywhere.
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PACP will greatly benefit contractors, 
municipalities, utilities and other industries 
through qualified trainers at convenient 
locations throughout North America. 

The cost for the two-day program ranges 
from $750 to $1250 per attendee, based on 
geographic area and other criteria.  To view 
upcoming training dates and register online for 
NASSCO’s Pipeline Assessment and Certifica-
tion Program, please visit www.nassco.org or 
call Heather Myers (410) 486-3500.

Once an attendee completes PACP, he or she has 
the option of enhancing their certification through 
the Manhole Assessment and Certification Program 
(MACP).  MACP is geared toward the identification 
of manhole defects based on the common language 
format developed for PACP.  NASSCO is also 
looking toward the future with the development of 
the Lateral Assessment and Certification Program 
(LACP), which will be specific to defect identifica-
tion and assessment of lateral sewers.

NASSCO, the National Association of Sewer 
Service Companies, is committed to standard-
ized procedures to ensure that each and every 
rehabilitation project is a success.  One of the 
most important initiatives in reaching this goal 
is the Pipeline Assessment and Certification 
Program (PACP).

PACP is the North American standard for 
sewer defect identification and assessment.   
Providing standardization and consistency to 
the methods in which sewer pipe conditions are 
evaluated (and TV inspection results managed), 
the goal of PACP is to create comprehensive 
data to properly prioritize, plan, and renovate 
wastewater collection systems.

Developed in partnership with the Waste-
water Research Centre (WRc),  PACP is the 
U.S. adaptation of the United Kingdom’s TV 
inspection coding system developed by WRc.  
This system is recognized as the standard in 
the U.K. and much of Europe.
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Table 6-1: 
Sewer Cleaning 
Performance 
Goals
Sewer Cleaning
(LF)  Linear 
Feet

 Previous 
Goals  
Linear Feet

FY 2005 
Multiple 
Run

FY 2006  
Multiple 
Run    

FY 2007 
Multiple 
Run

FY 2008 
Multiple 
Run

FY 2008 
Goals using 
Multiple 
Runs with 7 
crews

FY 2008 
Goals of 
Actual Feet 
(AR=MR/1.8
9)

FY2008 
Actual 
Feet 
(AR=MR/1
.9) 
Cleaning

Sewer cleaned 
per year (feet)

2,880,000 2,675,996 3,003,827 2,804,150 3,358,207 3,234,000 1,711,111 1,790,719

% sanitary 
sewers cleaned

20.4% 18.9% 21.3% 19.8% 23.8% 22.9% 12.1%

13%

Sewer cleaned/ 
month/crew    
(with 6 crews, 
but 7 in FY08)

40,000 37,166 41,719 38,946 39,879 38,500 20,370

21,318       

Sewer cleaned/ 
day/crew (with 
6 crews)       @20 
days/mo.

2,000 1,858 2,085 1,947 1,999 1,925 1018

1,066         

Sewer cleaned/ 
day/crew (with 
6 crews) 
@17.5days/mo.

Not 
established

2,124 2,383 2,225 2,285 2,200 1164

1,218         





Table 2:  Sewer 
Televising 
Performance 
Goals
Sewer 
Televising (LF)

Previous 
Goals       

FY 2005 
Actual 

FY 2006 
Actual      

FY 2007 
Actual

FY 2008 
Actual

 FY 2008        
Goals  

Sewer TVed per 
year (feet)

1,800,000 2,063,619 1,904,574 1,711,095 1,503,556       1,890,000 

% sanitary 
sewers TVed

12.70% 14.60% 13.50% 12.11% 10.64% 13.37%

Sewer 
TVed/month/ 
crew (with 5 
crews)

30,000 34,393 31,742 28,518 25,059 31,500

sewer 
TVed/day/cre
w (with 5 
crews)              
@20 days/mo.

1,500 1,719 1,587 1,426 1,253 1575

Sewer TVed 
/day/crew 
(with 5 crews)    
@ 17.5 
days/mo.

 

Not 
established

1,965 1,814 1,630 1,432 1800



Sewer 
Televising (LF)

Current 
Goals       

FY 2005 
Actual 

FY 2006 
Actual      

FY 2007 
Actual

FY 2008 
Actual

 FY 2008        
Goals  

Large Diameter 
sewer TV'd, feet

n/a 10,000 63,300       20,610        44,749
Private Property
TV'd, feet

 

n/a
Complaint 
response, TV'd 
feet

n/a
Downtime, 
hours 5,009       3,508          
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GOAL 
 

To eliminate the possibility of public health risk and 
environmental damage associated with illicit overflows from 

private sewer service lines or clean out points. 
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Standard Operating Procedures for  
Private Sewer Service Line Back up  

Definitions: 
A private sewer service is defined as the pipe which is connected to resident/business and 
connects to the sewer tap on the Metro Water Services (MWS) sewer segment.  See attached 
drawing from Metro Ordinance BL 2006-1239 
 
A First Responder is defined as a single investigator, on-call person, supervisor, etc.  that 
responds to consumer’s complaint, such as: “sewer backing up into residence”. 
 
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) is basically any inlet, catch basin, culvert / 
conduit, or conveyance that communicates public stormwater.  A Metro roadway is also 
technically part of MS4. 
 
A.  DISPATCH ASSIGNS CREW TO RESPOND TO CUSTOMER  
 
If Dispatch receives a call from a customer that a private sewer service line or clean out is 
overflowing or a house has a sewer backup, Dispatch will send the following in order of 
availability. 
 A.  Sewer Inspection TV truck.   (TV crew) 
 B.  Sewer cleaning truck.  (If TV not available) 
 C.  A single First Responder. (If TV and Cleaning trucks are not available)  
 
However, Dispatch or person assigned, should first ask the customer a few questions to 
determine if the trouble is private or due to the public sewer system.   We want the 
customer to get corrective action as fast as possible.  MWS may not be permitted to assist 
them and Customer may be delayed in calling a plumber to solve their problem. 
  
If one toilet is backed up, are other toilets, sinks or showers also backed up?  If only one is 
backed up, problem is not likely due to the public sewer main. 
Has a plumber investigated the problem?  Most calls are private trouble and it in not 
necessary or permitted for MWS personnel to get involved. 
MWS personnel are needed to work on other parts of the sewer system to provide good 
service to our customers. 
 
 
B.  TASKS PERFORMED BY TV Crew, Cleaning Crew, or Single First Responder 
 
1) Let the consumer know you are on site. 
2) Follow the Sewer Overflow Response Plan (SORP).    
3) Check manholes for signs of holding sewage.  Determine which manholes are holding 

sewage.  Also check all MWS sewer segments that border the property of the customer.  
Do not insert camera or cleaning devise into a private clean out on Private Property. 

 
 



4) TV Crew:  
 a)  Inspect with television the sewer main and the service tap.     b)  Also inspect 
all MWS sewer segments that border the property   of the customer.  
  Note the condition of tap from customer’s residence. 

    (Tap clear at main, roots growing out of tap, grease in tap,  
  etc.) 

c)  Record electronic image of tap. 
 d)  Save TV images and TV inspection records. 
 

5)  Cleaning Crew: If TV crew is not available, Cleaning Crew is to wash the segment, 
even if it appears to be clear and free flowing. 

 
6.  IF THE METRO SEWER MAIN IS CLEAR AND FREE FLOWING: 

 
a)  Crew will notify customer (see item #10 - Options) that main is free flowing.   

i) Make no statements about liability.   If customer inquires, give them Metro 
Claims Division contact number: 862-6380 

 
ii) If main is free flowing and clean out is still overflowing or house is still backed 

up, it is Private Trouble.  Review with customer, Section # 12:  Explaining 
MWS Private Sewer Line Assistance Procedure 

 
  

iii)  If it is Private Trouble, tell customer that he/she is responsible for clean up, if 
sewage is on the ground.  Ask if they want to request assistance from MWS and 
give them the forms (attached) for release of liability and agreement to pay 
MWS. 

 
 
 

iv)  If the overflow is a threat to public health, safety and welfare, outside the 
property owner’s property, talk to the customer and determine if they will be 
able to contain the spill. 

  
a. If they are unable or unwilling to stop the flow and clean up, 

notify customer that MWS must proceed with necessary 
corrective action for the good of the community. Ask customer to 
sign “Release of Liability and Agreement to Pay for Services” or 
“Residential Request for MWS Assistance.  Proceed to take 
corrective action, using the SORP. 

b. Notify Health Department. (Use On-call list for telephone contact.  
Also, forward email to Health Department a copy of email to 
TDEC of Sewer Overflow Notification.  Use cover sheet to inform 
Health Department of situation and indicate transfer of 
responsibility 

 



c. If sewage is leaving the property and flowing to the MS4, a stream 
or roadway, then notify MWS NPDES. 

     
 

v) If grease is observed at tap (by TV crew) or grease in sewer, give the customer 
the green door hanger, entitled, “Grease Management Program.” 

 
vi) If roots are growing out of customer private sewer service line, (by TV Crew) 

then notify customer about private sewer line and Metro’s assistance program.  
Customer needs to contact a licensed plumber.  

 
 
7. IF MAIN IS NOT CLEAR AND FREE FLOWING:  
 

a. TV Crew or First Responder will immediately request a Cleaning Crew to 
correct the blockage on an emergency basis with call-in, if needed. 

 
b. TV Crew should attempt to televise against flow to determine blockage and 

may assist Cleaning Crew, as needed.   Do not insert camera into a private 
clean out. 

 
c. Cleaning Crew:   Wash sewer to correct the blockage. 
 Do not insert cleaning devise into a private clean out. 

   
d.   If no TV Crew was available, Cleaning crew will wash the sewer segment and 
 then request TV crew to televise within  
     24 to 48 hours.   However, on weekend or holiday, the first action on normal 
 work schedule a TV crew is to televise and document the condition of the 
 sewer.  

   
      f.  Continue to follow the Sewer Overflow Response Plan  (SORP),such as:   
  Contain spill, if possible, and attempt to prevent public access by establishing  
  a control zone around perimeter of the affected surface area using   
  appropriate signs and barricading practices. 
 

         
8. CREWS OR FIRST RESPONDER WILL COMPLETE INFORMATION IN 

MOBILE DISPATCH SCREEN. 
a. Document in detail, in “Comments Field” in MWM, stating what you told 

customer and their response. 
b. If segment was not televised, Cleaning crew or First Responder should make 

sure proper segments are identified that need to be televised on straight time. 
For all sewer complaint calls involving house back up or an overflow, MWS 
shall perform TV inspection to document the sewer condition and retain the 
records:  (As required by Legal Department - Claims Division.) 

    



c. Customer problem was either "Resolved" that the main was the problem or 
that it is "Private Trouble". 

d. Make sure all fields are properly filled out to document the incident, before 
“submitting” in Mobile Dispatch (MWM).  

e. If there was property damage, call Dispatch to notify Claims from On-call list. 
 
9.   If TV crew identifies sewer tap is damaged at main, MWS will repair under 
emergency repair. 

 a. Note: Explain two hours delay for Tennessee One Call to  respond and 
mark utility. 

  
10.  Options to contact Consumer; 
  
 Ask Dispatch to call on phone 
 Knock on door and Leave door hanger, if possible. 
 Call on phone 
11.  If blockage at MWS line caused a backup or overflow at private property, prepare the 
Sewer Overflow Notification to TDEC and email it.  

 
 

12.  Explain the MWS Private Sewer Line assistance procedures.  
See attached sketch and notes about Metro Ordinance BL 2006-1230- Private Sewer 
Service policy and give copy to customer.   

 
Explain to consumer that the sewer service line from their residence to the tap on the metro 
sewer segment is the responsibility of the homeowner. Metro Water Services understands 
these repairs are costly and wants to prevent any damage of any utilities in the right-of-way. 
These damages could disrupt water, gas and telephone services to the community. Metro 
Water Services will provide assistance upon request by a customer to inspect, clean and 
repair that portion outside of the customer’s property boundary. 
 

If a licensed plumber (not customer) determines the blockage is between the 
clean out and the main and if service line was verified to have been installed, 
lined or replaced by Metro, then:  
 

i. Crew may insert a service line jet or camera in the Metro-installed clean 
out to determine location and nature of the blockage between the clean 
out and the main.  Crew must not send jet or camera toward house. 

ii. Cleaning crew may not use standard water jet nozzle and hose since the 
pressure and volume may back flow to the house. 

iii. If Cleaning crew uses the special service line jet hose (3/4") with low 
pressure, Cleaning crew may enter a  service line between clean out and 
the main for carefully jetting to remove the blockage. 

iv. However, if owner provides open access to the service line and water 
can not back flow to the house, the normal cleaning devises may be used 



between open access and the main.  Crew must not jet or TV toward the 
house. 

 
 
MWS will not enter a privately installed clean-out. The property owner’s plumber must open 
their private sewer service at the point of connection where the right-of-way line and their 
property line join. The plumber must disconnect a two (2) foot portion of pipe for our 
(MWS) equipment to access to provide an open pipe to eliminate the possibility of back flow 
to the house. 
 

If assistance is requested in writing, with forms attached.  Available on  Q drive 
:\SYSSERV\Forms and Letters\  Residential Request for Metro Water Services 
Assistance.   For Commercial, use attached form: RELEASE OF LIABILITY and 
PAYMENT FOR EXPENSES 
Metro Water Services will clean, inspect and repair that portion in the right-of-way at no cost to 
residential consumer while the plumber is onsite. If the plumber is not on-site, Metro Water 
Services will reconnect and backfill consumer’s private sewer service at the right-of-way only. 
Metropolitan Government of Nashville will not be liable for any plants or structures removed 
by the plumber. 

 
If a private sewer service connects to a MWS gravity sewer segment located with-in the 
boundaries of the consumer’s property. Metro Water Services will only replace tap on main 
if damaged. Metro Water Services will reconnect private sewer service at this point only, if 
plumber is not on site and backfill this portion only and Metropolitan Government of 
Nashville will not be liable for any plants or structures removed by the plumber. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

Grinder Pump Policy 
 
 

Property owner must have a contract with Metro Water Services, Route Services, and can be 
contacted through Omohundro dispatch at (Direct Talk # 200). If property owner is under 
contract with MWS, Route Services will dispatch repair crew to investigate grinder pump and 
discharge line from station to main line. Contract includes no cost to property owner for repairs 
on grinder pump or repairs to discharge line. Route Services may request the assistance of 
System Services Division on repairs of the discharge line. 
 
Property owner is responsible for the discharge sewer line from resident to grinder pump. 
 
Grinder Pumps Under Contract With Metro Water Services Active List:  
 
File Location: Q-drive / Facilities_Outside / Faclities_Grinder Pumps 
 
Note: If property owner has a copy of contract agreement and it is not on Route Services list, 
Route Services will make repairs, make note on Service Request that location be added to 
Grinder Pump list. Attention to Greg Ballard & Ron Sweeney, Engineering. 
 
Note: If property owner is not under contract, they must contact a private plumber of their 
choice. (Private Trouble) 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 



 
 
 
 

 
Residential Request for Metro Water Services Assistance 

 
Date: ____________ 
 
MWS Representative:      ___________________________________     
 
Property Owner’s Name:    ___________________________________ 
 
Property Address:  ___________________________________ 
 
    ___________________________________ 
 
Property Owner’s Phone(s): ___________________________________ 
 
    ___________________________________ 
 
 

I the undersigned hereby acknowledge that I am the property owner of record and release the Metropolitan 
Government, it’s employees, agents and contractors from any liability for damages resulting from their entry 
upon my property (or jurisdiction) for the purposes of investigating and/or remedying my water and/or sewer 

problem. 
 
 Property Owner Signature: 
 
 __________________________________________   date: ____________ 
 
 
 Metro Water Services Representative Signature: 
 
 _________________________________________    date: ____________ 
 
Note: after attaining signatures, MWS Representative will indicate activity(s) performed.  This description to be 
signed by Property Owner to acknowledge agreement to stated activities. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________ 
Property Owner Signature: 
 
 __________________________________________   date: ____________ 
 
 

 
 



Karl F. Dean 
MAYOR 

 
METROPOLITAN GOVERNMENT OF NASHVILLE AND DAVIDSON COUNTY 

 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND SEWERAGE SERVICES 

1600 SECOND AVENUE NORTH 
NASHVILLE, TN 37208-2206 

 

RELEASE OF LIABILITY and PAYMENT FOR EXPENSES  
 

 
Mr./Ms__________________ (owner)  hereby grants to the Metropolitan Government permission for its 
representatives, agents, contractors, and consultants, to assist owner 
by:_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________ 
 
Owner hereby requests that the Metropolitan Government  assist as stated above.  In consideration of the 
assistance to be provided by the Metropolitan Government, Owner RELEASES, HOLDS HARMLESS,  AND 
PROMISES NOT TO SUE the Metropolitan Government with respect to any and all losses arising from the 
activities of the Metropolitan Government relating to the activities contemplated in this document.   Owner 
further agrees to pay the Metropolitan Government, upon demand, actual, reasonable and documented costs 
incurred by the Metropolitan Government in carrying out the activities contemplated in this document. 
  
 
DATE:  ______________________________________ 
 
OWNER:  ______________________________________ 
 
                  ______________________________________ 
                        signature 
 
 
 

 
 

  



Draft: January 16, 2009 
 
 

Metro Water Services       

 
System Services Division 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Smoke Testing of Sewers 
Standard Operating Procedures  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

GOAL 
 

To eliminate the possibility of public health risk and 
environmental damage associated with defective sewer 

systems or improper connections and overflows 
 

 
 

Metro Water Services - System Services Division 
Smoke Testing of Sewers  

Standard Operating Procedure 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Standard Operating Procedures for  
Smoke Testing of Sewers 

 
The purpose of the Smoke Testing procedure is to locate any sanitary sewer problems 
that could allow unwanted outside water into the sewer which can overload the system 
and cause overflows or backups.  Also Smoke Testing may find system defects that can 
cause sewage leakage and odors from both public mains and structures and private 
service laterals. 
 
Prior to conducting the smoke testing, determine objectives of the test, location with 
maps and manhole numbers involved and customers’ addresses. 
 
Carefully develop a plan to: 
  a)  Give customers early notification, at least two days before date of the test. 
 b)  Check ground conditions to assure smoke can pass up through the soil, 
 c)  Check location of manholes and clean out and access points, parked vehicles, 
  dogs, etc.  Pull manhole covers to assure sewage is flowing properly. 
 d)  Determine if any customer will need to sign a “Request for assistance” or 
  “Release of liability and agreement to pay for services (attached) 
  e)  Consider how task will be done safely with trained crew members, and  
  determine if lane closure permits are required. 
 f)  Have the proper equipment and supplies to meet the objectives of the test. 
 g)  Decide how information will be collected during the test and smoke sources 
  identified. 
 h)  Notify Fire Department (862- 8600) of planned date and time of smoke test. 
 
Check list of items: 
Flyers or door hangers for customers. 
Forms, if needed, for “Residential Request for Metro Water Services Assistance” 
 And “RELEASE OF LIABILITY and PAYMENT FOR EXPENSES”  
If needed, Lane Closure Permit. 
Safety cones for traffic, traffic control signs? 
Safety vests and other Personal Protective Equipment 
Camera and extra batteries and memory card. 
Smoke bombs and lighter 
Smoke blowing machine 
Gasoline 
Flags to mark location of smoke and tags 
Map  
Data sheets and pens or pencils  
Extra Clean out caps. 
Proper identification badge and uniform 
___________ 

 
Pass out notification letters or door hangers, at least one or two days before test.  
Knock on doors to explain the test and answer questions. 



 
The following information is from Knoxville Utility Board. 
Information for customer about smoke testing of sewers:  
 
“Utilities have safely used smoke testing for many years.  It helps locate problems 
in the sewer system and private sewers that allow outside water into the sewer 
system and identify if improvements are needed.   
 
During the smoke testing, crews will force smoke into sewer pipes through 
manholes.  The smoke helps find cracks in pipes, uncapped service line cleanouts 
and prohibited connections that allow rain or groundwater in the sewer and 
overload the sewer. 
 
The smoke is non-toxic and non-staining, is not a fire hazard, and will not harm 
children, pets or plants.  Anyone with respiratory problems, however, should avoid 
breathing the smoke to prevent irritation. 
 
For your peace of mind, you might want to make other plans for a child, an elderly 
person, or an invalid who would otherwise be home alone during the testing.  Use 
the number on the letter or door hanger to request notification immediately prior 
to the test to help avoid any confusion or alarm. 
 
Smoke or odors in a house may be due to defective sanitary plumbing in the house.  
A dry trap or hole in the sanitary vent system may allow odors to enter the house. 
 
For the test, MWS asks our customers to run or pour about a pint of water into 
any garage or basement floor drains and unused sinks to fill the P-trap.  The trap 
normally has water in it, but if the drain has not been used recently, the water may 
have evaporated.  The water will help keep smoke from the testing from entering 
through the drain. 
 
During the test, don’t be alarmed if you see smoke from the vent stacks on 
buildings or holes in the ground.  If smoke enters your building, it may set off your 
smoke alarms.  The smoke is harmless and should dissipate quickly – or you can 
open doors and windows to help ventilate smoke. 
 
If you poured water down any unused drains but smoke still enters your building, 
it may indicate defects in your plumbing.  Note the location of the smoke, and call 
MWS contact number provided. 
 
If you have any questions about smoke testing in your area, please call MWS at 
862-4600. 
 
 
 
 



Standard Operating Procedure:  Smoke Testing of Sewers 
 
If a customer requests assistance from Metro to perform smoke testing, customer 
must sign the “request” form and form to “Release liability and agree to pay for 
services.  See attached forms.  Obtain signed forms before proceeding.  
 
Smoke Testing Procedure, after proper notifications of customers and Fire Department 
and Public Works for Lane Closure Permit, if needed; 
 
1.  Put on proper safety equipment such as safety vest, gloves, etc. 
2.  Set up traffic control signs and safety cones.   (Lane Closure Permit, if needed.) 
3.  Check manholes for signs of holding sewage.  Also check all MWS sewer 
 segments that border the property of the customer.   
 
4.  Review plan to observe for smoke and place markers at smoking points. 
5.  Remove manhole cover and place basket in manhole for the smoke bombs. 
6.  Check that blower has adequate gasoline.   
7.  Start blower and have smoke bombs ready to light. 
8.  Light smoke bombs and put in basket. 
9.  Place smoke blower over manhole. 
10. Observe locations of smoke and place flags. 
11. Take pictures of smoking locations 
12. Record locations of smoke on data sheets 
13.  If needed, contact customer and discuss results. 
14.  Fill out Work Order information. 
15.  Save and label photos. 
16.  Put away equipment and replace manhole cover. 
17.  Check area for safety issues and be sure to clean up area. 
18.  CREWS WILL COMPLETE INFORMATION IN MOBILE DISPATCH 
 SCREEN. 

a. Document in detail, in “Comments Field” in MWM, stating what you told 
customer and their response. 

b. Make sure all fields are properly filled out to document the incident, before 
“submitting” in Mobile Dispatch (MWM).  

c. If there was property damage, call Dispatch to notify Claims from On-call 
list. 

 
19.  Options to contact Consumer; 
  
 Ask Dispatch to call on phone 
 Knock on door and Leave door hanger, if possible. 
 Call on phone 
21.  Perform any final items to complete the task. 
20.  Put away traffic control signs and cones. 
 



Smoke Testing is conducted by placing a blower over a manhole and forcing non-toxic 
smoke-filled air through the sewer line. With the pressure of the blower, smoke will fill 
the sewer line, plus any connections, then follow the path of any leaks to the surface of 
the ground, quickly revealing any revealing potential sources of unwanted water entry 
that can over load the sewer system, sewage leakage or potential odors. 
 
With normal function of the sewer system, the smoke would be observed coming out the 
vent line of the house or building and no evidence of smoke coming from the ground. 
 
The non-toxic smoke will be noticeable whenever there is a leak in the sanitary pipe, 
such as a crack or break in a pipe, a cross-connection between a storm sewer and the 
sanitary sewer, a dry P-trap, a broken cleanout cap/cover, or a defective or damaged 
manhole, prohibited connections such as a roof drain or cellar drains, sump pumps, yard 
and foundation drains,  
 
Some sewer problems may allow outside unwanted water into the sanitary sewer 
system, such as:   
 a) direct surface water runoff into the sanitary sewer collection system (inflow), 
 b) groundwater or rainwater enters the sewer through cracks or breaks 
 (infiltration) and  
 c) any water or liquid that is not intended to drain into the sanitary sewer system. 
Inflow and infiltration of rain water or groundwater or sump pumps or other unwanted 
water into the sanitary sewer system can cause overloading of the sewer and sewer 
overflows or backups.  
 
Smoke Testing may also find deteriorated or damaged service lines which can leak raw 
sewage into the ground which can pollute surface water with pathogens, creating a 
public health hazard. 
 
Smoke Testing can also identify defects in the private sewer system that may allow 
sewer gases to enter the building.  Hence, Smoke Testing may help identify causes of 
odor complaints. 
 
Smoke testing is normally done during dry weather so the smoke can escape from the 
sewer and come up through the ground to indicate a problem. 
 
Frequently Asked Questions. (FAQ) 
What is a private sewer service or service lateral? 
 
A private sewer service or service lateral is the pipe that carries the wastewater from 
residence/business to the sewer tap on the Metro Water Services (MWS) sanitary sewer 
segment.  See attached drawing from Metro Ordinance BL 2006-1239.   
 
Who is responsible for maintaining and repair of private sewer service lines? 
 



The private sewer service line from the residence or building to the tap on the metro 
sewer segment is the responsibility of the homeowner or property owner. 
 
Why is MWS concerned about private sewer service lines? 
Deteriorated or damaged service lines can leak raw sewage into the ground which can 
pollute surface water with pathogens, creating a public health hazard.  Additionally, 
compromised sewer service lines can provide a portal for groundwater and rain to enter 
the main sanitary sewer system, causing the system to become overloaded and therefore 
resulting in overflows and increased treatment costs.  Customer may complain of sewer 
odors, which may be due to leaks in the private sewer service line or sanitary plumbing 
in the building. 
 
How does MWS discover compromised public sewer and private sewer service 
line? 
 
MWS inspects public and private sewer systems by using smoke to identify incontinent 
sections of the wastewater system.  Smoke is place in the public sewer and 
compromised sections of sewer service lines are identified by smoke rising from the 
area of incontinence. 
 
What if my property is damaged?   If customer inquires, give them Metro Claims 
Division contact number: 862-6380.   
         
What is the sewer policy? 
Explain the MWS Private Sewer Line assistance procedures.  

See attached sketch and notes about Metro Ordinance BL 2006-1230- Private 
Sewer Service policy and give copy to customer.   

 
Explain to consumer that the sewer service line from their residence to the tap on the 
metro sewer segment is the responsibility of the homeowner. Metro Water Services 
understands these repairs are costly and wants to prevent any damage of any utilities 
in the right-of-way. These damages could disrupt water, gas and telephone services 
to the community. Metro Water Services will provide assistance upon request by a 
customer to inspect, clean and repair that portion outside of the customer’s property 
boundary. 
 

If a licensed plumber (not customer) determines the blockage is between 
the clean out and the main and if service line was verified to have been 
installed, lined or replaced by Metro, then:  
 

i. Crew may insert a service line jet or camera in the Metro-
installed clean out to determine location and nature of the 
blockage between the clean out and the main.  Crew must not 
send jet or camera toward house. 

ii. Cleaning crew may not use standard water jet nozzle and hose 
since the pressure and volume may back flow to the house. 



iii. If Cleaning crew uses the special service line jet hose (3/4") with 
low pressure, Cleaning crew may enter a  service line between 
clean out and the main for carefully jetting to remove the 
blockage. 

iv. However, if owner provides open access to the service line and 
water can not back flow to the house, the normal cleaning devises 
may be used between open access and the main.  Crew must not 
jet or TV toward the house. 

 
 
MWS will not enter a privately installed clean-out. The property owner’s plumber 
must open their private sewer service at the point of connection where the right-of-
way line and their property line join. The plumber must disconnect a two (2) foot 
portion of pipe for our (MWS) equipment to access to provide an open pipe to 
eliminate the possibility of back flow to the house. 
 

If assistance is requested in writing, with forms attached.  Available on  Q drive 
:\SYSSERV\Forms and Letters\  Residential Request for Metro Water Services 
Assistance.   For Commercial, use attached form: RELEASE OF LIABILITY and 
PAYMENT FOR EXPENSES 
Metro Water Services will clean, inspect and repair that portion in the right-of-way at no 
cost to residential consumer while the plumber is onsite. If the plumber is not on-site, 
Metro Water Services will reconnect and backfill consumer’s private sewer service at 
the right-of-way only. Metropolitan Government of Nashville will not be liable for any 
plants or structures removed by the plumber. 

 
If a private sewer service connects to a MWS gravity sewer segment located with-in 
the boundaries of the consumer’s property. Metro Water Services will only replace 
tap on main if damaged. Metro Water Services will reconnect private sewer service 
at this point only, if plumber is not on site and backfill this portion only and 
Metropolitan Government of Nashville will not be liable for any plants or structures 
removed by the plumber. 
 



 



 
Residential Request for Metro Water Services Assistance 

 
Date: ____________ 
 
MWS Representative:      ___________________________________     
 
Property Owner’s Name:    ___________________________________ 
 
Property Address:  ___________________________________ 
 
    ___________________________________ 
 
Property Owner’s Phone(s): ___________________________________ 
 
    ___________________________________ 
 
 

I the undersigned hereby acknowledge that I am the property owner of record and release the 
Metropolitan Government, it’s employees, agents and contractors from any liability for damages 

resulting from their entry upon my property (or jurisdiction) for the purposes of investigating and/or 
remedying my water and/or sewer problem. 

 
 Property Owner Signature: 
 
 __________________________________________   date: ____________ 
 
 
 Metro Water Services Representative Signature: 
 
 _________________________________________    date: ____________ 
 
Note: after attaining signatures, MWS Representative will indicate activity(s) performed.  This 
description to be signed by Property Owner to acknowledge agreement to stated activities. 
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
______ 
Property Owner Signature: 
 
 __________________________________________   date: ____________ 
 
 

 
 



Karl F. Dean 
MAYOR 

 
METROPOLITAN GOVERNMENT OF NASHVILLE AND DAVIDSON COUNTY 

 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND SEWERAGE SERVICES 

1600 SECOND AVENUE NORTH 
NASHVILLE, TN 37208-2206 

 

RELEASE OF LIABILITY and PAYMENT FOR EXPENSES  
 

 
Mr./Ms__________________ (owner)  hereby grants to the Metropolitan Government permission for 
its representatives, agents, contractors, and consultants, to assist owner 
by:_______________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________ 
 
Owner hereby requests that the Metropolitan Government  assist as stated above.  In consideration of 
the assistance to be provided by the Metropolitan Government, Owner RELEASES, HOLDS 
HARMLESS,  AND PROMISES NOT TO SUE the Metropolitan Government with respect to any and 
all losses arising from the activities of the Metropolitan Government relating to the activities 
contemplated in this document.   Owner further agrees to pay the Metropolitan Government, upon 
demand, actual, reasonable and documented costs incurred by the Metropolitan Government in 
carrying out the activities contemplated in this document. 
  
 
DATE:  ______________________________________ 
 
OWNER:  ______________________________________ 
 
                  ______________________________________ 
                        signature 
 
 
 

 
 

  



Date of notice:____________ 
 
To all occupants and residents: 
 
The Metro Water Services Department will be conducting tests in the sanitary sewer 
system by blowing smoke into these pipes. This smoke will reveal sources of sewer odors 
in your neighborhood as well as places where storm and other surface waters are entering 
the sanitary system.  
 
A special, non-toxic smoke manufactured for this purpose will be used. It leaves no 
residuals or stains and does not affect plants or animal life. The smoke has a distinctive 
but not unpleasant odor. Visibility and odor last only a few minutes where there is 
adequate ventilation. 
 
Because the plumbing appliances in your house or building are connected to the sanitary 
sewer system, some of this smoke may enter your house if the:  
 

 Vents connected to your building’s sewer pipes are inadequate, defective or 
improperly installed. 

 
 Traps under sinks, tubs, basins, showers and other drains are dry, defective, 

improperly installed or missing. 
 

 Pipes, connections and seals of the waste water drain system in and under your 
building are damaged, defective, have plugs missing or improperly installed.   

 
All residents are advised that if traces of this smoke or its odor enter your house or 
building, it is an indication that gases and odors from the sewer may also enter. These 
gases and odors can be both unpleasant and dangerous as well as a health hazard to the 
occupants. Location, identification and correction of the source of smoke that enter your 
house is urgently advised.   
 
While the Metro Water Services Department will render all possible cooperation, the 
correction of any defects in the pipes and sewer on private property is the responsibility 
of the owner. The services of a professional plumber is advised. Also, the local fire 
department has been notified as to the location of the test.  
 
This test will be conducted within the next 24 to 72 hours during normal business hours, 
weekend and holidays excluded.  
 
If you have any questions or desire more information, contact the supervisor on site or 
telephone Metro Water Services at 615-862-4600. 
 
 





15.40.050 Maintenance of service connection:  
A. The owner will own and maintain his sewer service line from the public sewer 
main to the structure served

B.  If the owner experiences sewer service interruption as a result of a sewer
service line failure and has demonstrated a good faith effort to remedy the
problem, the department shall make any necessary repair on the portion of sewer
service line inside the public right--of--way or easement from the main to the
boundary of right--of--way or easement. 

Provided, however, that before the  department will make such repairs,
the owner must provide an excavated clear and open access to the sewer 
service line at the right--of--way or easement boundary.
Residential customers will not be billed. 
Commercial customers shall pay all costs of repair incurred by the department .  

PRIVATE SEWER SERVICE POLICY DETAIL
METRO ORDINANCE BILL #2006-1239

METRO WATER SERVICES

CALL BEFORE YOU DIG

1-800-351-1111

Service line from structure to main is to be owned and maintained by owner.  However, if a problem occurs, MWS will 
assist (with TV inspection, cleaning, or repair) in the area of the right-of-way (ROW) or easement if Owner made a good 
faith effort and a licensed plumber determined that blockage is in the ROW or easement.   Owner must sign a release 
and request MWS assistance.  If MWS previously installed, lined or replaced the part of the service line in the  ROW or 
easement, MWS can insert a TV camera or service line jet devise in the cleanout provided by MWS.  If further 
assistance is needed, Owner must provide an excavated clear and open access by disconnecting 2 feet of pipe.  MWS is 
not liable for plants or structures removed by the owner or plumber.

HOUSE, APARTMENT OR

COMMERCIAL BUILDING

PUBLIC RIGHT-OF-WAY OR EASEMENT
ROADWAY EDGE VARIES

POSSIBLE SIDEWALK

PUBLIC SEWER MAIN

DRAINS FROM 
BATH,SINK, ETC

PROPERTY LINE
CLEAN-OUT

NOTE: MWS DOES NOT JET OR TELEVISE TOWARD STRUCTURE SERVED!

BUILDING
CLEAN-OUT

MWS ASSISTANCE BOUNDARIES

DETAIL DRAWING NO: 3





Section 6, II.b. Root Control Recommendation: MWS will consider 
development of a policy for resolving root intrusion in service lines 
with a customer.  
 
Status:  
Root intrusion in service line is covered in Private Sewer Service 
policy detail Metro Ordinance Bill #2006-1239 and the detail drawing 
and door hanger. (enclosed in Section on Gravity Line Preventative 
Maintenance)  
 
Also, MWS can provide the customer with a photo of roots in there 
service line where it enters the main. 
 
MWS is exploring the effectiveness of chemical root control on a trail 
basis.   We have an agreement with Duke's Root control to treat the 
municipal sewer lines so as to destroy tree roots present in the pipe, 
and to deter their regrowth.  The agreement is for two test areas. 
 
MWS is evaluating the effectiveness of this trial chemical root control 
by making follow up CCTV inspections every three months for up to  a 
year.   MWS will continue to educate ourselves , as with other system 
management processes and resources, on the latest best practices 
through interface with other collection systems (Knoxville Utility 
Board, Memphis Sewer Department and Chattanooga Sewer Department to 
name a few), regulatory agencies (Tennessee Department of Environment 
and Conservation and EPA), and industry organizations (KY-TN WEA and 
WEF).    
 
 



Figure 1 
 

Repair/Rehabilitation Decision Matrix 
For Sewer Defects 

 

 
Point Repair 

 

 
Reline Pipe 

See note below 

 
Replace Pipe 

See note below 
Dropped joint or sag in line or 
displaced Fernco repair.  Also, 
may be conducted as part of 
reline job 
 

 
 
 

** 

 
 
 
 

 
Crushed Pipe 

  
** if 

segments >30% length alone 
or in combination with other 
types of defects 

 
Collapsing Pipe 

 
** 

if >90% clear opening satisfies 
capacity needs 

 
** if 

segments >30% length alone 
or in combination with other 
types of defects and <90% 
clear opening 

 
Hole in pipe (piece missing) 

 
** 

 

 

 
Roots-heavy or medium 

 
** 

 

 

 
Observed infiltration point – 
cracks, separated joints, etc. 

 
 

** 

 

Services – defective, or heavy 
root infested, protruding 
enough to block tools or 
camera if planned for lining.  
(Note – if possible, do not cut 
main line.  Just repair the 
service as appropriate for root 
infestation. 

  

 

 
**Note: Where three or more of any of the defects indicated in this column occur in a typical 
(250’) segment, then specify relining or replacement as appropriate.  When line replacement is 
called for and 70% line capacity is exceeded, then consider larger diameter pipe.  If the point 
rating for the line segment exceeds 25 points, then relining or replacement shall be considered 
even if three or more major defects have not been report 





The GraniteXP System OverviewThe GraniteXP System Overview
••

 
Water ServicesWater Services’’

 
asset information (i.e. sewer mains, valves, asset information (i.e. sewer mains, valves, 

manholes) is pulled from Hansen and GIS and loaded into the manholes) is pulled from Hansen and GIS and loaded into the 
Granite XP centralized (networked) database.Granite XP centralized (networked) database.

••

 
Group Projects (with incomplete inspections) are created in Group Projects (with incomplete inspections) are created in 
Hansen and are imported into the Granite XP database.Hansen and are imported into the Granite XP database.

••

 
The incomplete group projects are exported from the The incomplete group projects are exported from the 
GraniteXP database to a flash drive to be used by the GraniteXP database to a flash drive to be used by the tvtv

 
trucks.  trucks.  

••

 
The TV crew completes the inspections using the Granite XP The TV crew completes the inspections using the Granite XP 
Inspection Edition. They can also create onInspection Edition. They can also create on--thethe--fly inspections, fly inspections, 
when they find unmapped assets and perform TV inspections when they find unmapped assets and perform TV inspections 
on them.on them.

••

 
The laptops used by the TV crews have the WS Mobile GIS The laptops used by the TV crews have the WS Mobile GIS 
data installed.  GraniteXP links the assets in the GraniteXP data installed.  GraniteXP links the assets in the GraniteXP 
database to the assets in the GIS map.  This allows the crews database to the assets in the GIS map.  This allows the crews 
to have a visual display of the collection system.to have a visual display of the collection system.



The GraniteXP System Overview 
(continued)(continued)

••
 

After the TV crew completes the inspection (creating After the TV crew completes the inspection (creating 
video and / or pictures of the asset and collecting video and / or pictures of the asset and collecting 
additional asset information), they send the data back additional asset information), they send the data back 
to the flash drive. to the flash drive. 

••
 

Personnel at System Services synchronize the Personnel at System Services synchronize the 
completed projects from the TV truckscompleted projects from the TV trucks’’

 
flash drives flash drives 

back into the GraniteXP centralized database, review back into the GraniteXP centralized database, review 
and verify the data, and then use the Granite XP and verify the data, and then use the Granite XP 
Hansen Transfer Interface tool to update Hansen with Hansen Transfer Interface tool to update Hansen with 
the completed inspections information.the completed inspections information.

••
 

Granite XP Office, Engineering, and Viewer Editions Granite XP Office, Engineering, and Viewer Editions 
are all connected to the centralized Granite XP SQL are all connected to the centralized Granite XP SQL 
database.  They can now see the completed inspection database.  They can now see the completed inspection 
and the video / pictures that were captured.and the video / pictures that were captured.



Benefits of GraniteXP for 
MWS System Services

1.1.Asset History Asset History 

2.2.Service connection locations.Service connection locations.

3.3.Justification for maintenance/OAPJustification for maintenance/OAP
 

projects projects 
repair & replacement. (w/ Asset Managementrepair & replacement. (w/ Asset Management’’s s 
analysis)analysis)

4.4.Manhole data for contract sealing workManhole data for contract sealing work

5.5.Reports with pipe run graphs, comments from Reports with pipe run graphs, comments from 
the operators, and include photo still shots the operators, and include photo still shots 
and / or video documentation.and / or video documentation.



Benefits of GraniteXP for Benefits of GraniteXP for 
MWS System Services (continued)MWS System Services (continued)

These reports allow MWS to:These reports allow MWS to:

a)a)
 

Attach detail repair report  for work ordersAttach detail repair report  for work orders

b)b)
 

Provide Metro Legal with documentation for Provide Metro Legal with documentation for 
consumer claims due to sewer back ups consumer claims due to sewer back ups 
(replacing hand written TV logs with reports (replacing hand written TV logs with reports 
containing photos and/or videos)containing photos and/or videos)

c)c)
 

Send letters (with pictures) to customers showing Send letters (with pictures) to customers showing 
roots in their service lines extending into the roots in their service lines extending into the 
mainmain



Benefits of GraniteXP for Benefits of GraniteXP for 
MWS System Services MWS System Services (continued)(continued)

These reports allow MWS to These reports allow MWS to (continued)(continued)::

d)d)
 

Give consumers documentation proving that a Give consumers documentation proving that a 
service is good at the main when plumbers service is good at the main when plumbers 
tells them the problem is with the MWS tells them the problem is with the MWS 
infrastructure. infrastructure. 

e)e)
 

Document the condition of sewer before and Document the condition of sewer before and 
after construction.  This helps in getting after construction.  This helps in getting 
reimbursed if damage is done during the reimbursed if damage is done during the 
construction. construction. 



GraniteXP Observation Report w/ ImageGraniteXP Observation Report w/ Image



Improved Processes:Improved Processes:
Minimizes repeat workMinimizes repeat work --

 
Crews were assigned work on Crews were assigned work on 

paper & paper & tvtv
 

logs were turned in on paper. Granite XP logs were turned in on paper. Granite XP 
eliminates the lost logs and a lot of paper. eliminates the lost logs and a lot of paper. 

Identify completed television workIdentify completed television work ––
 

A query was done in A query was done in 
Access, brought into Access, brought into ArcMapArcMap, & joined to the sewer , & joined to the sewer 
main asset to create a new layer to show what lines main asset to create a new layer to show what lines 
have been televised. GraniteXP shows it all in one have been televised. GraniteXP shows it all in one 
program. program. 

Central location for dataCentral location for data ––
 

Application Application XtenderXtender
 

was used to was used to 
review the logs, review the logs, ArcMapArcMap

 
to view the maps and to view the maps and 

locations, and Hansen to review the data.  GraniteXP locations, and Hansen to review the data.  GraniteXP 
shows all of the data.shows all of the data.

Benefits of GraniteXP for Benefits of GraniteXP for 
MWS System Services MWS System Services (continued)(continued)



Benefits of GraniteXP for Benefits of GraniteXP for 
MWS System Services MWS System Services (continued)(continued)

Improved Processes (continued):Improved Processes (continued):
Consistent condition ratingConsistent condition rating --

 
PACP ratings are used in PACP ratings are used in 

Granite XP. The system rates the lines the same for Granite XP. The system rates the lines the same for 
every crew taking the personal opinion out of the every crew taking the personal opinion out of the 
process and gives a uniform rating.process and gives a uniform rating.

Sewer rehabilitation analysisSewer rehabilitation analysis ––
 

Paper TV logs were Paper TV logs were 
reviewed and put in reviewed and put in ArcMapArcMap

 
for analysis to determine if for analysis to determine if 

a rehab project was needed.  With GraniteXP, queries a rehab project was needed.  With GraniteXP, queries 
using the PACP ratings of sewers along with  visuals can using the PACP ratings of sewers along with  visuals can 
be used to determine necessary sewer rehabilitation be used to determine necessary sewer rehabilitation 
projects. projects. 

Reduction in # of requests for data to System ServiceReduction in # of requests for data to System Service --
 Televised mains and manholes can be viewed directlyTelevised mains and manholes can be viewed directly

 by other MWS divisions using GraniteXP Viewer. by other MWS divisions using GraniteXP Viewer. 



Other MWS Divisions Utilizing GraniteXPOther MWS Divisions Utilizing GraniteXP
Environmental Compliance Environmental Compliance -- SSD takes pictures of SSD takes pictures of 

sewers used by industrial customers, documenting the sewers used by industrial customers, documenting the 
condition of the sewer.  Should the customer cause a condition of the sewer.  Should the customer cause a 
problem or do damage to the sewer, MWS has proof problem or do damage to the sewer, MWS has proof 
of initial condition.of initial condition.

Engineering & Asset Management Engineering & Asset Management -- The condition The condition 
assessment coding through TV inspections on sewer assessment coding through TV inspections on sewer 
mains will be used as a tool in planning Capital mains will be used as a tool in planning Capital 
Expenditures for replacement or rehabilitation of our Expenditures for replacement or rehabilitation of our 
sewer infrastructure.  It will also be used to correlate sewer infrastructure.  It will also be used to correlate 
peak sewer flow (I&I) to defects and the manhole peak sewer flow (I&I) to defects and the manhole 
depth and condition will be used on occasion.depth and condition will be used on occasion.

Permits Permits –– This will be useful in giving tap location info to This will be useful in giving tap location info to 
plumbers and home owners, identifying depth of plumbers and home owners, identifying depth of 
manholes, and conditions of sewer.manholes, and conditions of sewer.



Additional InformationAdditional Information

The The Granite XP Viewer Quick GuideGranite XP Viewer Quick Guide is located in is located in 
the the Q:Q:\\GraniteXP ViewerGraniteXP Viewer folder.  folder.  

Demonstrations for utilizing Demonstrations for utilizing GraniteXP ViewerGraniteXP Viewer are are 
available upon request.available upon request.

GraniteXP ViewerGraniteXP Viewer is currently installed on pcs in 3 is currently installed on pcs in 3 
MWS conference rooms:MWS conference rooms:
–– Customer Service Center 2Customer Service Center 2ndnd floorfloor
–– Administration Building 2Administration Building 2ndnd flfl
–– System ServicesSystem Services
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 Route Services Mechanical PM for Sewer Pumping Stations. 
Activity Code: RSPMC 

(Excludes Lubrication) 
 

 
Daily PM 

 
Clean station        
 
Ensure exhaust fans are operable.       
 
Ensure station heaters are operable.    
 
Ensure Air Conditioning is operable.    
 
Inspect backflow preventors for leaks or runoff,    
 
Inspect motor of excessive heat or abnormal noise. 
 
Run each pump and check for excessive amperage, abnormal flowrate, abnormal 
noise, vibration, or excessive heat at bearing caps. 
 
Ensure check valves lift when pump is started.  Ensure check valves seat when 
pump is stopped.  Inspect check valve for leakage around the shaft. 
 
Inspect packing.  Leak off should be no more that a slight drip.  Tighten packing 
or replace packing if needed. 
 
Run each bar rake at least two complete cycles.  Inspect rake for normal 
operation. 
 
Inspect each grinder for normal operation.  Ensure no debris is in the grinder that 
could lock it up. 
 
Bleed air compressor.          
 
Check alarm panels, controllers, VFD display, and softstarter displays for active 
alarms.  
 
Wash pumps off and clean floor.       
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Weekly and Bimonthly PM 

 
Complete all task listed in DAILY PM 
 
Inspect pump couplings.  Inspect for excessive wear.  Tighten set screws if 
applicable. 
 
Inspect control cabinets.  Remove any trash or debris. 
 
Inspect lighting.  Replace burned out light bulbs and fluorescent tubes. 
 
Flush sump pits and ensure sump pumps operate. 
 
Record run times for each pump. 
 
Record amperage for each pump. 
 
Bubbler system 

Check for air leaks. 
Check bubbler lines for stoppage. 
Drain moisture from receiving tank. 
Check heat source (light, heaters, heat tape). 
Inspect compressor for normal operation. 
 

Wash wet wells.  Clean wet well floats. 
 
Inspect backsurge valves for leakage. 
 
Screens 

Run in hand.  Ensure rakes are cleaning.  Verify automatic operation of 
the conveyor and grinder.   
Check automatic greasing devices. 
Check oil in gearbox on climber. 
Check oil in gearbox on grinder. 
Check automatic oilers. 

Generator PM 
Check oil level. 
Check fuel level. 
Check water level in battery. 
Check block heater for proper operation. 
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Verify pressure in tires on portable units. 
Run generator. 

Replenish salt in brine tanks of odor control system if applicable. 
 

Tighten set screws on line shaft bearings, couplings, and seals. 
 
Check belts for breaks and fraying on belt driven pumps and fans. 
 
Clean or replace air filters. 
 
Muffin Monsters 

Check oil level. 
Check for hydraulic leaks (if applicable). 
Inspect and clean control cabinet. 
Clear screens. 
Verify reverse operation. 
 

 
 



  

Route Services PM Activities for Electrical Components 
Activity Code: RSPMEL 

 
 
Electrical PM Task 
 
MCC 
 

Clean MCCs 
 
Inspect starter contacts.  Clean or replace contacts when necessary. 
 
Perform ultrasonic sweep of energized MCC components. 
 
Check conductors for heat damage or corrosion.  Repair or replace as necessary. 
 

VFD 
 

Check fans.  Replace if defective. 
 
Clean heat sinks. 
 
Inspect cabinet filters.  Clean or replace as necessary. 
 

Soft starts 
 

Check fans.  Replace if defective. 
 
Clean heat sinks. 
 
Inspect cabinet filters.  Clean or replace as necessary. 

 
Control Cabinets 
 

Clean cabinets.  Remove dust and debris. 
 

Tighten connections. 
 
Inspect heaters.  Replace if defective. 
 

Bubblers 
 

Perform ultrasonic sweep of air lines and connections.  Eliminate detected leaks. 
 
Inspect compressor.  Replace if necessary. 
 

Switches 
 

Test pressure switches in Water Pumping Stations.  Repair or replace as necessary. 
 

Lighting 
 

Inspect lighting fixtures.  Repair or replace defective fixtures. 

RS SOP PM Activities Electrical 
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Standard Operating Procedures  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

GOAL 
 

To eliminate the possibility of public health risk and 
environmental damage associated with overflows or leakage from 

manholes or Inflow / Infiltration which causes overflows 
 

 
 

Metro Water Services - System Services Division 
Sewer Trunk line Walking and Manhole Inspection 

Standard Operating Procedure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Standard Operating Procedures for  
Trunk line Walking and Manhole Inspection 

 
I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
 
A significant portion of the gravity sewers that comprise the Metro sanitary sewer collection 
system are located within the 100-year floodplain of various creeks and streams. Metro 
Water Services intends to visually inspect these manholes on an approximate annual frequency. 
To date these inspections have been accomplished by either in-house staff or the OAP 
Program Manager, Consoer Townsend Envirodyne Engineers, Inc (CTE).  
 
This program consists of manhole inspection, defect report generation, and preparation of  
work orders for manhole repairs or rehabilitation.  As background information, maps, summaries 
and aid to scheduling and notation of lost manholes, previous reports from July 2004, July 2005 and  
July 2006 are report is available for review of previous work including photos of the  
manholes inspected. 
 
System Services Division reestablished  several crews in 2008 for trunk line walking and manhole 
inspections.  Crew focus will be based on the following priority: 
 
 1)  Locations based on pump station information (i.e. construction materials,  
  pipe, wood, large rocks, etc) – based on input from Route Services. 

 
 2)  Locations based on pump activity and/or flow monitored wet-weather peaks –  
  based on input from Engineering and Route Services  
 
 3)  Locations based on information or requests from NPDES Stormwater office   
  personnel to investigate trunk line and manholes, possibly due to elevated  
  levels of bacteria. 

 
4) Previously identified problems such as manholes that should be watertight, 
 inaccessible or lost manholes, active and watch list, candidates for wet-
 weather inspections,  
  
5) Previously unvisited manholes in a sewer shed with an overflow point or in 

 interceptors that parallel tributaries with line diameters of at least 10 
 inches.   

 
6) Previously identified manholes that had trash on the frame, inside barrel, or 

outside the manhole that are not on the overflow list. 
 
 7) Follow up of areas known to be prone to high potential or likelihood of  
  flood inundation or other areas prone to system issues. 
 
 8)   Routine as determined. 
 
 
As a listing of severe defects are compiled, MWS may issue a project request to a consultant  to prepare 
construction plan sheets for the rehabilitation of the defective manholes.  
 
II. PURPOSE OF WORK 
 
The purpose of the program is to identify structural defects or points of collections system failure 
as part of both MWS’s Overflow Abatement Program (OAP) and annual CMOM program. These defects may 
compromise the structural integrity of the collections system, as well as serve as points for inflow and infiltration 
(I/I).  Daily reports will be processed as Work Orders for repairs, cleaning or televising by MWS crews, further 
investigations, or accumulated into scope of work for a project.  The weekly reports will allow MWS to proactively 



address problems that compromise public health and safety. Discovered defects will be addressed by rehabilitation, repair, 
or replacement. An annual report will serve as a basis summarizing work completed and work to be addressed. 

 
III. SCOPE OF WORK 
1. Manhole Inspection 
Inspect approximately 3,000 manholes on an annual basis. (This is based on ___ crews (2-man crew) per week).  
Metro will identify the manholes to be inspected. The inspection of each manhole shall include a specific list  
of elements to be part of the manhole inspection effort. The elements included in the manhole investigation  
are identified below. 
 
� Structural defects 
 
All manholes are to be inspected for manhole cover, water tight, cone, riser, shelf and 
channel defects and missing items or displacement of each item. Defects such as cracks, 
breaks, leaks, watertight problems, or the need for a watertight device are to be identified. 
These defects include, but are not limited to: corrosion, displaced or broken ring and 
frame, broken cone section, broken risers or a riser with bad joints or bad pipe seals, 
broken shelves or bad base joint, bad pipe seals in channel, obstructed channel, watertight 
or lockbar missing, loose lockbar, gasket displaced or missing, and mud on watertight 
(which could indicate inflow). 
 
� Physical attributes 
 
Other information collected while inspecting the manhole includes: manhole cover size 
and type, sewer pipe size and material of construction, depth (top of manhole to pipe 
invert, vent pipe condition, flow of sewage, depth of flow, type of flow, flow compared 
to last manhole inspected, surrounding material, or any readily available information that 
would affect access to the manhole or repair operations. 
 
Lost Manholes 
 
Most of the manholes included in this project were located as part of the year one inspection 
program. However, if a manhole is lost and cannot be located by the consultant’s field inspection 
crews, the manhole should be reported to Metro as part of the weekly update report. Metro forces 
will then determine if there is a desire to locate the manhole for inspection by the consultant. If 
not, Metro forces may locate and inspect the manhole. If a manhole is determined to be lost, note 
 that in the inspection report 
 
2. Weekly Summary Reports 
 
A weekly summary report will be compiled by SSD. The report will identify the inspection 
basin, number of manholes inspected, and the number and identification of manholes lost or 
inaccessible (due to large obstructions, physical dangers, or underwater). This report should be 
submitted on Monday of each week for work performed the previous week. 
 
3. Basin Reports 
Information will be summarized by basins. Basins will be determined by watersheds not by 
sewersheds.  A basin will consist of sewers within a creek of branch basin such as Richland Creek 
or Pages Branch. Inspection data at minimum will be summarized into tables and maps for each 
basin using Access and ArcGIS (ESRI) compatible files. The data should be linked to the eight 
digit manhole number used by Metro. The data should be submitted in a way in which it will be 
easy for Metro to locate manholes with defects. Data should also be presented in a way in which 
Metro will be able to prioritize manhole defects so that decisions can be made about basin-wide 
repairs verses individual manholes repairs. 
 
4. Final Inspection Report 
Inspection data will be organized in an Access database capable of import into ArcGIS(ESRI). 
The data should be linked to the eight digit manhole number used by Metro. Three copies of a 



final written report will be submitted along with an electronic copy in Adobe Acrobat format. 
Along with the report, the Access Database will also be submitted electronically. The report 
produced for the first year of inspection will be available for review. At a minimum, all 
information contained in the first year report will be required, but the information outlined by this 
scope of work may be submitted in alternative form if the consultant feels it beneficial to Metro. 
 
 
 
 

 
A.  Mobile Workforce Management  assigns work to crews 
 
 
B.  TASKS PERFORMED BY crew. 
  Future, conside use of Global Position System (GPS) and inspection data sheet. 
(future use PACP/ MACP codes and enter into Granite XP). 
 
Example from Knoxville Utilities Board (KUB) 
 

 



 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1) If Overflow is observed, follow the Sewer Overflow Response Plan (SORP).    
2) Check manholes for signs of holding sewage.  Determine which manholes are holding 

sewage.  Also check all MWS sewer segments that border the property of the customer.   
  
7. IF MAIN IS NOT CLEAR AND FREE FLOWING:  
 

a. TV Crew or First Responder will immediately request a Cleaning Crew to 
correct the blockage on an emergency basis with call-in, if needed. 

 
 

   
      f.  Continue to follow the Sewer Overflow Response Plan    
 (SORP), such as: Contain spill, if possible, and attempt to    prevent 
public access by establishing a control zone around    perimeter of the 
affected surface area using appropriate    signs and barricading 
practices. 
 

         
8. CREWS OR FIRST RESPONDER WILL COMPLETE INFORMATION IN 

MOBILE DISPATCH SCREEN. 
a. Document in detail, in “Comments Field” in MWM, stating what you told 

customer and their response. 
b. If segment was not televised, Cleaning crew or First Responder should make 

sure proper segments are identified that need to be televised on straight time. 
For all sewer complaint calls involving house back up or an overflow, MWS 
shall perform TV inspection to document the sewer condition and retain the 
records:  (As required by Legal Department - Claims Division.) 

    
c. Customer problem was either "Resolved" that the main was the problem or 

that it is "Private Trouble". 
d. Make sure all fields are properly filled out to document the incident, before 

“submitting” in Mobile Dispatch (MWM).  
e. If there was property damage, call Dispatch to notify Claims from On-call list. 

 
  

10.  Options to contact Consumer; 
  
 Ask Dispatch to call on phone 
 Knock on door and Leave door hanger, if possible. 
 Call on phone 
11.  If blockage at MWS line caused a backup or overflow at private property, prepare the 
Sewer Overflow Notification to TDEC and email it.  

 
 

12.  Explain the MWS Private Sewer Line assistance procedures.  



See attached sketch and notes about Metro Ordinance BL 2006-1230- Private Sewer 
Service policy and give copy to customer.   

 
Explain to consumer that the sewer service line from their residence to the tap on the metro 
sewer segment is the responsibility of the homeowner. Metro Water Services understands 
these repairs are costly and wants to prevent any damage of any utilities in the right-of-way. 
These damages could disrupt water, gas and telephone services to the community. Metro 
Water Services will provide assistance upon request by a customer to inspect, clean and 
repair that portion outside of the customer’s property boundary. 
 

If a licensed plumber (not customer) determines the blockage is between the 
clean out and the main and if service line was verified to have been installed, 
lined or replaced by Metro, then:  
 

If assistance is requested in writing, with forms attached.  Available on  Q drive 
:\SYSSERV\Forms and Letters\  Residential Request for Metro Water Services 
Assistance.   For Commercial, use attached form: RELEASE OF LIABILITY and 
PAYMENT FOR EXPENSES 
Metro Water Services will clean, inspect and repair that portion in the right-of-way at no cost to 
residential consumer while the plumber is onsite. If the plumber is not on-site, Metro Water 
Services will reconnect and backfill consumer’s private sewer service at the right-of-way only. 
Metropolitan Government of Nashville will not be liable for any plants or structures removed 
by the plumber. 

 
If a private sewer service connects to a MWS gravity sewer segment located with-in the 
boundaries of the consumer’s property. Metro Water Services will only replace tap on main 
if damaged. Metro Water Services will reconnect private sewer service at this point only, if 
plumber is not on site and backfill this portion only and Metropolitan Government of 
Nashville will not be liable for any plants or structures removed by the plumber. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 



 
 

 
Residential Request for Metro Water Services Assistance 

 
Date: ____________ 
 
MWS Representative:      ___________________________________     
 
Property Owner’s Name:    ___________________________________ 
 
Property Address:  ___________________________________ 
 
    ___________________________________ 
 
Property Owner’s Phone(s): ___________________________________ 
 
    ___________________________________ 
 
 

I the undersigned hereby acknowledge that I am the property owner of record and release the Metropolitan 
Government, it’s employees, agents and contractors from any liability for damages resulting from their entry 
upon my property (or jurisdiction) for the purposes of investigating and/or remedying my water and/or sewer 

problem. 
 
 Property Owner Signature: 
 
 __________________________________________   date: ____________ 
 
 
 Metro Water Services Representative Signature: 
 
 _________________________________________    date: ____________ 
 
Note: after attaining signatures, MWS Representative will indicate activity(s) performed.  This description to be 
signed by Property Owner to acknowledge agreement to stated activities. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________ 
Property Owner Signature: 
 
 __________________________________________   date: ____________ 
 
 

 
 



Karl F. Dean 
MAYOR 

 
METROPOLITAN GOVERNMENT OF NASHVILLE AND DAVIDSON COUNTY 

 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND SEWERAGE SERVICES 

1600 SECOND AVENUE NORTH 
NASHVILLE, TN 37208-2206 

 

RELEASE OF LIABILITY and PAYMENT FOR EXPENSES  
 

 
Mr./Ms__________________ (owner)  hereby grants to the Metropolitan Government permission for its 
representatives, agents, contractors, and consultants, to assist owner 
by:_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________ 
 
Owner hereby requests that the Metropolitan Government  assist as stated above.  In consideration of the 
assistance to be provided by the Metropolitan Government, Owner RELEASES, HOLDS HARMLESS,  AND 
PROMISES NOT TO SUE the Metropolitan Government with respect to any and all losses arising from the 
activities of the Metropolitan Government relating to the activities contemplated in this document.   Owner 
further agrees to pay the Metropolitan Government, upon demand, actual, reasonable and documented costs 
incurred by the Metropolitan Government in carrying out the activities contemplated in this document. 
  
 
DATE:  ______________________________________ 
 
OWNER:  ______________________________________ 
 
                  ______________________________________ 
                        signature 
 
 
 

 
 

  



Standard Operating Procedure (SOP): Air Relief Valve (ARV) Maintenance Program 
 
Inspection/Maintenance Frequency:  Annual 
Employee Resources: Two FTEs.  Other employees available as required. 
 
The MWS Operations division (Route Services) is responsible for the maintenance and 
replacement of all collection system Air Relief Valves (ARVs).  A two-man mechanical team is 
dedicated to this effort.  While several factors may impact the inspection schedule of these valves, 
it is the intention of this SOP that all system valves be inspected on an annual basis.  Situations 
that may impact inspection frequency include: frequency of total ARV replacements, 
undocumented installations, and ARVs on older force mains that have not been located. 
 
Identification:  The initial step in locating and identifying system ARVs is to locate the 
construction plans and identify the ARVs on a specific force main.  Once the valves are field 
located, traffic PPE such as safety cones or road signs to should be set up to divert traffic if 
necessary. The GPS location of each ARV should be logged and documented, and each manhole 
number verified.  Document the construction materials, condition, and general installation 
characteristics of the ARV with pictures.  Example: size, flange mounted or threaded pipe, 316 
stainless steel or cast iron, and manufacturer.  Corrected information will be forwarded to 
Engineering so that the system GIS data may be updated. 
 
Inspection:  Pump water from the manhole if necessary and valve off the ARV.  Open bleeders to 
relieve the pressure from the ARV.  If there is no pressure on the ARV, check to see if the bleeder 
is plugged with grease or debris.  If not, slowly open the isolation valve to see if it bleeds air.  If 
this is unsuccessful the ARV should be flushed with potable water, or removed to determine if the 
inlet is stopped up.  Once there is a clear line into the ARV, start retesting by opening bleeders.  If 
the ARV does not work, it should be replaced immediately.  Failed ARVs should be returned to the 
maintenance shop to be cleaned and rebuilt or discarded. 
 
Replacement:  To replace an ARV, the isolation valve should be closed and the valve removed.  
This is accomplished by unbolting the flange or unscrewing the valve depending on how it is 
mounted.  For ARVs that do not have isolation valves, it will be necessary to shut down the 
pumping station tributary to that force main.  The pump station shutdown should be coordinated 
through the Route Services supervisor.  Once the wet-well has been pumped down, drain the force 
main back into the wet-well of the station.  Change out the ARV, check for leaks and proper 
operation.  Follow up the next day to ensure the valve is still operating properly. 
 
Pump Station ARVs:  For ARVs located inside a pumping station, exhaust hoses should be 
installed on the ARV where deemed necessary to prevent spillage inside the station.  Station valve 
arrangements typically allow these valves to be replaced or inspected with minimal difficulty. 
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